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Dougherty
presents
signatures
to board
By Mark Freeman
Associated Students Vice
President Larry Dougherty
has secured the required
amount of signatures to enter
an initiative on this year’s
A.S. general election ballot
that would halt all Recreation
and Events Center construction.
Dougherty, representing
"The Committee to Stop the
wRECk," presented 592 signatures to the A.S. Election
Board last Friday, he said.
The board requires 552
signatures, or 10 percent of
last year’s voting students, for
an initiative to be entered on
the ballot for the March 21 and
22 election.
There are still many petitions not yet turned in, so the
actual number of supporters
is greater, Dougherty said.
The initiative calls for
A.S. to terminate the Rec Center project as soon as possible
and that all money collected
from students be returned to
all contributing students who
paid Rec Center fees, Dougherty said.
The fees would be returned after all outstanding
bills on the project are paid off
and in an amount proportionate to the contributions made,
he said.
"Getting the signatures
was a good opportunity for me
to sense how the students felt
about about the REC," Dougherty said.
The lack of knowledge
about the Rec Center issue
disturbed
Dougherty
the
most, he said.
Clearly 60 to 70 percent of
the students didn’t know the
issues, he said. "We have our
work cut out for us, to say the
least."
Six people were collecting
signatures to get the initiative
on the ballot, Dougherty said,
and most were obtained near
the Student Union. The collection took a lot of legwork on
the part of the collectors, he
said.
"Right now, I’m in line for
a new pair of Nikes," he said.
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Fullerton calls for salary raise
By Tim Goodman
It is "imperative" the California State
University system raise its salary base to compete with other universities when hiring new
teachers, SJSU President Gail Fullerton said
at a press conference yesterday.
The 10 percent increase in salaries for CSU
teachers in the governor’s proposed 1984-85
budget is needed to recruit qualified intstructors for SJSU, Fullerton said.
"If you compare our salary with that of
’land grant’ schools (i.e. Oregon State University, New Mexico State), we tend to lag across
the board by about 12 percent," she said.
Compared with "institutions in direct competition for recruiting," she said SJSU is 18 to
20 percent behind salaries offered at other
schools.
SJSU will be faced with recruiting prob-

lems in the future if the salary base is not
raised, and Fullerton is worried about a drop
in quality of teachers recruited.
"We hired a lot of people (from 1955 on)
who are now approaching retirement. In the
next few years we are going to be replacing
large numbers of faculty, It’s going to be hard
to recruit the kind of high caliber faculty that
we now have," she said.
The reason SJSU was able to hire quality
teachers in the past is because "at the time,
the salary was quite comparable," she said.
Even though it is "absolutely imperative
to have improvement in salaries," she added,
there still will be problems.
"We will still lag behind other institutions.
At the very least we’ll need everything that’s
in ( the budget) and then some," she said.
She also talked about the effort to get a

proposition on the ballot that would gi%
he
CSU sytem constitutional standing. The state
legislature is considering giving the CSU system constitutional standing.
The move is necessary. Fullerton said, to
"insure the future forever" for state universities. If it passed, it would give the CSU schools
freedom to accomplish things without dealing
with as much red tape, she said.
"It is not the case that the legislature
would lose control over the system," she said,
because the legislature would still control the
budget process. "The final clout of the legislature and the governor would remain, but not
the bureaucratic requirements."
It is conceivable the CSU system could be
abolished because it was established by an act
and not included in the constitution, but the
possibility is unlikely, Fullerton said.

Fullerton elaborated on her earlier reasons for dropping out of the presidential race
at Oregon State University, stating she wanted
to "keep things moving" at SJSU and felt that
a change in presidents would be detrimental.
"There are problems and programs that
are coming to fruition," she said. "If there was
a sudden change, it might slow momentum."
Discussing the possibility of Olympic
teams being housed at SJSU during the games,
Fullerton said final agreement to house Olympic athletes hasn’t been reached, but "the
probability is that we’ll have most of the Finnish (Olympic team," staying in SJSU dorms.
She said Finland will most likely be the
only team using the dorms because of space
problems. The Australian team was also mentioned as possibly using SJSU as a base

A separate peace

Michael McGuire
Marketing major Cindy Ontko relaxes in the
shade on campus yesterday while enjoying the
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ing

spring. Weather forecasters predict chang%% ea ther patterns today with increasing

Potential for crime on the decline
Security programs maize life easier for students, harder for criminals
By Mark Katches
Located in downtown San Jose,
SJSU is surrounded by a sea of decadence, some say. In the late 70s, the
on -campus crime rate seemed to reflect this notion. This story is the
last in a three-part series dealing
with the university’s crackdown on
crime, and how the SJSU community can help prevent crime.
Some run to their cars, many
walk in pairs, while others do not
come to the university at all.
These are some of the ways people, particularly women, try to handle anxiety caused by fear of crime
at SJSU in the evening.
Terry Edel, SJSU investigator
in charge of crime prevention, said
these individuals should be cautious
but not fearful.
Others involved in public safety
at SJSU feel the same way.
"I would let my daughter or my
wife walk around this campus at
night, and they could feel safe," said
Russ Lunsford, University Police information. officer. "They would
have to be aware of their surroundings, but they would be safe."
Univerity Police Sgt. Bucky
Harris said the campus is not completely safe because the potential
for crime is present. The university
is located in one of the worst crime
districts in San Jose,
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The SJSU community shares an
environment with drug-addicts,
prostitutes, pimps, mental patients,
half-ways and transients.
But University Police officers
cite campus crime statistics as evidence the force has effectively kept
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street people off campus.
Five years ago. SJSU had the
highest crime rate in the California
State University system.
The campus crime rate is based
on crimes reported to University Police and arrests made by the department. The force patrols the area
bounded by Third and 13th streets
and Santa Clara and William streets
and South Campus.
Although total crimes slightly
increased last year in comparison to
1982, reportable crimes have
dropped substantially since 1979.
Money obtained from the California
Legislature in 1980 enabled SJSU to
increase its staff, install emergency
telephones, bolster the evening
guide program, initiate the community service officer program and improve lighting.
Edel said students can help re-

duce crime by being aware and by
taking advantage of the campus
public safety programs.
She listed 10 precautions students, faculty and staff should take
at night.
? Walk with others.
r Walk assertively.
? Be familiar with your surroundings.
r Keep your head up.
r Know where "blue light"
emergency phones are located.
r Use the evening guide program.
? Have your car-keys ready.
r Have freedom of movement.
r Know your capabilities.
r Walk in well -lit areas.
Edel believes people should
have an idea of what they can do if
they are attacked.
She suggested an individual
may want to plan something an attacker would not expect.
"Some women will actually
come on to the guy, and he’s so surprised he doesn’t know what to do,"
she said. "Others do crude things
like vomit on the person.
"Others have faked heart -attacks or gotten on the ground and
eaten grass to look like a mental patient. You can do any of these
things."
Students, Edel said, should not

carry too many books which may restrict movement.
Many women carry mace in
their purses. In 1975, when lighting
was inadequate and there were no
emergency phones, the Spartan
Daily reported students who admitted to carrying knives for protection, also.
University Police Lt. Larry
James, at the time, suggested using
whistles instead.
Even though carrying a concealed weapon without a licence is
illegal, some students felt it was
necessary.
"I’d much rather spend time in
the clinker than end up raped, mutilated or dead," a student told the
Spartan Daily in 1975.
Carrying mace can be a disadvantage. Edel said, because too
many people depend on it for their
safety.
Individuals must have other options if the mace can is not accessible in an attack, she said.
Another alternative is calling an
evening guide for an escort.
The evening guides are students
paid from work study who patrol
from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m. on weeknights.
The service was initiated in the late
1960s but was only provided intermittently until 1976.
continued on back page

clouds, and a :to percent chance of rain. Temperatures should range from the mid to tipper 60s.

Late-night caller gives
students run for money
By Net ha Thacker
An apparent prankster called
several SJSU dorm students in the
early hours of Tuesday morning
claiming to represent the campus
radio station, KSJS. The caller offered the students the opportunity to
win cash prizes by answering a
the Grammy
question about
awards.
The students were told to meet
the caller at the Student Union Information Center at 12:30 Tuesday afternoon to pick up their prizes of $40
cash or a gift certificate for the
Spartan Bookstore.
Six students showed up at the Information Center. When "the man in
a blue suit" they had been told to
meet did not appear, the students
asked at the Information Center
about the KSJS representative. The
clerk at the information desk called
the station.
KSJS Program Director Bob
Helms and General Manager Joel
Wyrick met the students at the Student Union to explain KSJS had not
made the calls or sponsored any
such contest.
"We’re sorry it happened,"
Helms said, offering the students
Golfland discount coupons instead of
the cash prizes the caller had prom.

used. He explained any promotions
the station runs are based on on-air
calls from listeners to the station.
and the prizes offered are usually albums.
The station had signed off the
air at 1 a.m. Tuesday, Helms said
The calls were apparently made between 1:30 and 2 a.m. The caller
asked all the students the same
question how many Grammies
Michael Jackson had won at last
week’s awards and told the students they had won even though different students said they gave different answers.
"It did sound pretty real," said
Deanna Jow, one of the students who
received the calls. Jim Tsarofski, a
senior administration of justice
major, and his roommate Lou Pa.
trone said they had missed class to
collect their award.
"If it’s a one-time prank, it’s
probably over," Helms said, but he
urged students to call KSJS to verify
any contests.
KSJS Business Manager Mark
Ketcham said yesterday he would
be contacting Housing Director Willie Brown to discuss the situation
with him Helms had speculated
that the prank was an "inside dorm
job," because all the students lived
in the dorms on 10th Street
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Rec Center will be benefit to all
Its really time lor SJSU students to "see the light’
in regards to the Rec Center. Groups like the Committee
to stop the wRECk are really missing the concept of
what the center is all about.
The Rec Center was initially proposed in 1981. Between now and then, there have been a few changes involved in what will actually be built inside the center

Paul Lloret
Staff Writer

Some items that were originally proposed, such as
an aquatic facility and sun deck may not.be added to the
building.
However, the blueprints of the center have included
the aquatic facility etc. .., in case funding is possible at
a later stage to build in the future. Through donations,
this is a very likely possibility.
Granted, the old adage, you can’t please all of the
people all of the time, is true here. But to try and stop
the construction of the building is absurd, if not selfish.
considering the inherent benefits which the proposed
center will offer.
Concerts, sports, student recreation, intramurals
it will all be possible and practical in a Rec Center. It
will also be in the best interests of the students, because
it will be SJSU’s building, not San Jose’s. In that way,
students can have a little input on what they want to do
and who they want to see there.
However, some students have the attitude that one

ho graduates won’t benefit from the center. This is ridiculous because the center is not restricted to SJSU students alone. Concerts and other events will attract nonSJSU students as well as graduates.
Where else in the area will one be able to see a good
"quality" concert that features a big name? You rarely
see big-name acts at the Civic Auditorium or the Center
for Performing Arts because of their small capacities.
Also, the location of the center on campus is amazingly
convenient. What more could one ask for? Or would one
rather drive to San Francisco or Oakland?
There is the consideration of the athletic program.
Look where Spartan indoor sports are held.
the Spartan gym, the Civic, Independence High School (at one
time).
How can an athletic program draw any star players
(or crowds for that matter) at places which are so
obscure and small? The basketball and gymnastics programs will greatly benefit from the Rec Center because
they will be able to get greater exposure.
Also, with a good building, recruiting good talent
will be made easier. Who wants to play at a small building? Who wants to go to a small building to see a game
with little or no atmosphere and little chance of media
coverage? It’s not fair to the fans or athletes.
Besides, think of the revenue a center can bring to
the school. Many people forget that concerts and sporting events (not to mention concession sales) can earn
money if run properly. The Rec Center can be an exceptional money maker if it is run by the right people.
Finally, there is the student body. Why deprive future students of the right to have a decent center for recreational purposes? With the addition of the center, students will have more space for activities. For example,
there will be more basketball and volleyball courts for
intramurals etc...
The pure fact of the matter is that the Rec Center is
.SJSU’s perfect solution to its recreational space and indoor athletic housing problems. Why should one spoil it ^
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The forum page is your page. The Daily encourages
readers’ comments on any topic. The viewpoints ex
pressed in opinion articles and comics are those of
the author. Editorials appearing on this page are the
opinion of the Spartan Daily.

Baby sex selection is no longer an old wives tale
I have always been fascinated about the Vi or k figs of
science with all the different discoveries being made all
the time

But sometimes, science can go too far. I happened
to be watching the show "People Are Talking" one
morning and one of the topics of the show was sex selection people choosing the sex of their children.
I was fascinated, but also shocked by the whole
issue. Imagine, being able to choose the sex of your
baby

No more wishing your child would be a boy or girl.
No more listening to old wives tales about ways to have
a boy and ways to have a girl.
Just think, an instant ’perfect’ family a daddy, a
mommy, a little boy and a little girl.
It would sure save a lot of hassles at baby:shavers
about figuring out what to buy as a gift. Since you already know the sex of the child, you can automatically
buy little pink booties or little blue booties, instead of the
neutral colors all the time.
The process itself, which is called the Ericsson
method, sounded really simple to a certain extent. It
was first used to help infertile couples because of the
males failure to produce sperm vigorous enough to
achieve fertilization..
What the couple does, is for a couple of months.
have the woman keep track of her basal body temperature to check to see when she is ovulating.
When this is figured out, the doctor then takes
sperm samples and puts them in a solution that allows
the more vigorous ones to swim to the bottom. After this
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is done, the woman is then artificially inseminated
But here’s the catch. The male sperm are general’
able to swim faster than the female sperm, and so what
the technique does is increase the chances of having a
boy by 70 percent. There is a fertility drug. clomephine.
that is supposed to increase the chances of having a girl.
But there is no guarantee that if a woman takes cMmephine, she will have a girl. But you can believe there
is work being done on a process that will definitely guarantee the sex of a child.
Sounds great doesn’t it. Well I thought so too, at
first.
Then I started thinking about all the possiblities this
could lead to, and the first thought that entered my mind
was the cloning of genes.
If it is possible now, or at least in the very near future, to choose the sex of your child, then why can’t it be
possible to start altering genes to the point where parents could start choosing what their child will look like
a made to order baby.
Who knows what could happen in centuries or even
years from now. The world could be full of Tom Selleck
and Brooke Shields clones.
I know it all sounds impossible, and let’s hope the
world doesn’t become that insane, but remember, there
was a time when peopte thought it was impossible for
man to fly.
What if, by using amniocentisis, a couple
finds out they didn’t get what they wanted and decided
to abort the pregnancy. Would that be okay? The possibilities of the abuse of this process are endless.
But then there’s a good side. It would be nice to plan
out your family and have as many little boys or girls as
you’d like.
But for me, I think I would miss the element of surprise.
g.oeskaevoirss
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The
’Kahlumnisr
by Dean Kahl

Spartaguise
All members attending SJSU share a common
bond.
Sure, everyone is a student whether it be full
Or part-time. But the bottom line is we’re all Spartans, which is a full-time job.
According to history (or my philosophy), Spartans were ancient Roman studs and babes with
hearts of gold. Today’s Spartan is blue and gold.
It’s not easy being a Spartan of the ’805. We go
into battle with pen and notepad
not sword and
shield to ward off the present-day gladiators
( professors). It’s not easy upholding the right to
wear blue and gold, but it’s the Spartan way.
Not long ago, it was moderately inexpensive to
be a Spartan. Now it costs 355 clams to be a Spartan. That’s the price you pay to join the elite.
Sparta (the ancient Greek city) supposedly
means "scattered." This term is defined by motion
every morning around SJSU. People flock from distant lands to be Spartans. They come from Pacifica. Hayward and Santa Cruz just to earn their
niche in this modern-day Sparta.
As history had it. Sparta had two heads of state.
Gail Fullerton is a shoo-in for one of those positions
because she showed her true colors by not leaving
for Oregon State.
Undoubtedly, she bleeds blue and gold.
SJSU head basketball coach Bill Berry could be
co-ruler. He coached for the Michigan State University Spartans before journeying west. He, too, has
Spartan in his blood.
Being a California Spartan means you can walk
tall, wear a golden tan and walk through SJSLIlfending off Bible thumpers, petition wavers and flyer
peddlers.
The proudest Spartans wear SJSU T-shirts and
sweatshirts, signifying their loyalty to the Bay Area
version of Sparta.
Besides, what proud student wants to be
portryed as a Cardinal, Bear, Bronco or Gator?
Spartans are wise not to date Stanford, Cal, Santa
Clara or San Francisco State students. Pure-bred
Spartan offspring come from within the state of
Sparta.
Hybrids are unethical. Whoever heard of a
Spartabronco?
And young Spartans should be raised to follow
the parents’ roles. Mine will. My daughters will
house their dolls in miniature Parthenons while my
sons will engage in play -battles on hillsides similar
to the Acropolis.
For aesthetic pleasure and necessity, today’s
dedicated Spartan eats Roman Meal bread and
Spartanbutgers, and drinks Olympia beer. Their
favorite movies are "Spartacus." "Samson and Delilah" and "Jason and the Argonauts."
Perhaps this Spartan heritage can expand
Maybe we can conquer the demons of Palo Alto’s
"preppieland." Spartans have already proven their
superiority the past three autumns on the battlefield known as "the gridiron. Maybe not, though. One of the Spartans’ fearless leaders, Jack Elway, defected and went to preppieland. Back in October, Elway told a Homecoming rally crowd that "he was proud to be a
Spartan." Months later, he lay down his sword and
shield and departed.
Hardly the Spartan thing to do.
But, for the rest of us Spartans, we will continue
to engage in warfare against Scan-Tron sheets, rising textbook prices and fiesty professors.
We might outlast -the ancient Spartans, but I
still haven’t found a spot to park my chariot.
Dean Kahl is the Daily’s feature editor and col
umnist. His column appears every Tuesday and
Thursday.
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Students can meet employers at Job Fair
By Anne Hellquist
If you are thinking about getting a summer job,
March 15 is a date to keep in mind. Between 10 a.m. and 3
p.m. over 90 employers will be assembled in the Student
Union Ballroom prepared to talk with students about
summer job opportunities.
The event is SJSU’s Fourth Annual Summer Job Fair.
Job Fair Coordinator Maria Gomez describes the
event as "a huge project."
"The entire ballroom will be set up with employer
booths with tables where employers can meet with stu-

dents and hand out company literature and applications
Students in their turn can submit resumes to the employers and talk about summer job opportunities," Gomez
said.
Debra Sampson, assistant director of the Career
Planning and Placement Center, said she expects at least
6,000 students to attend this year’s fair.
The fair will feature employer representatives from
business, industry, engineering firms, social services,
city, state, and federal government, entertainment, summer camps and employment agencies.

Hubbard awards granted
By Net ha Thacker
Four young San Jose women are
the first recipients of Wesley L.
"Bud" Hubbard Memorial Scholarships at San Jose State University.
SJSU senior Monica Zarate and
freshman Anna LoGerfo each received $500 for their educations.
Two incoming freshmen, Katherine
Ann Ryan and Kathy Thornberry,
also received the $500 awards. All
four of the women are political science majors who are interested in
state and local government.
Zarate, who graduates
this spring, has been active
in women’s issues and is
serving an internship with
Santa Clara County Supervisor Rebecca Morgan as
. part of her award.
graduated
LoGerfo
from Prospect High School
in Saratoga, where she was
a member of the honor society.

Ryan and Thornberry will enter
San Jose State this fall. Ryan has
been active in community service
and in student government at Presentation High School. Thornberry
plans a dual major in both journalism and political science.
The scholarships are offered to
two incoming freshmen and two
upper-divison students each year.
Applicants must be residents of
Santa Clara County and must write
a 500-word essay on why they’re in-
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terested in state and local governments.
The scholarships were established in memory of Bud Hubbard,
who served on the Santa Clara
County Board of Supervisors for five
years. He is best known for his work
on a traffic improvement plan and
bond issue that resulted in the construction of San Jose’s expressway
network and his work on the South
Bay Aqueduct Agreement.

he purpose of the job fair is to give students and
employers a time-efficient way of making a match,"
Sampson said. "It’s also not as intimidating as a one-onone interview. It’s more informal."
The best way a student can prepare for the fair is by
writing a resume, she said. Although resumes are not required, employers who have attended past job fairs have
said they are a "big help" to them.
"It also gives the impression that the student is serious, and it looks a little more professional," Sampson
said.
The Career Planning and Placement Center in Business Classroom 013 has several books on resume preparation for students who need guidance in setting up a resume.
Students should prepare for the job fair in terms of
their personal appearance, Gomez said, because "first
impressions should be kept in mind."
Sampson agreed, but added, "Employers do realize
that students are in classes all day, so they don’t expect
them to come in full business attire." She suggested students check their back-packs downstairs or leave them in
their cars.
Students attending the job fair should "be articulate
and try to express what it is they want," Sampson said.
She recommended students take the employer’s business card and pick up company literature to study before
any possible interviews.
"Also, find out what the next step is. Is it up to the student to make the next contact?" Sampson said.

Alter the tam Gomez said, employers take students’
resumes back with them and set up appointments on their
own. However, they are also given the opportunity to. interview on campus after the fair.
In order to get the most benefit from the job fair.
Sampson advised students to visit as many employer
booths as possible.
But she said students should not be discouraged if
they do not see an employer booth for their particular job
field. If this is the case the student should approach other
job booths and explain what skills they do possess.
"Tell them, ’This is what I have to offer. How can
your company use those skills?’ " Sampson said. "Maybe
that person can suggest another department or company
to get in touch with."
Sampson said a summer job related to a student’s
first, it clarifies
field can help the student in two ways
the area of interest, and second, "it gets your foot in the
door."
Seventy-eight employers attended last year’s Summer Job Fair and "several hundred" jobs were given out,
Sampson said.. "We’d like to see at least as many students as last year and at least as many job offers come
out of it
Some of the companies attending this year’s fair include Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Lockheed Missiles and
Space Co.. Pacific Bell, Ceasar’s Tahoe, and Marine
World Africa USA.
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increase your speed immediately with some simple
new reading techniques).
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Clockwise from left:
John
Tolomei
at
Tuesday night’s opening
reception
for
Skin:"
"Trapped
"Shockra" hangs out
on the wall; Bonnie
Winter on Tuesday’s
JoAnn
videotaping:
her
Uhelszki
with
photos; one of Tolw
mei’s shots of mannequins.

Special to the Daily John Tolomei

An exhibit that gets under the shin
By Dean Kahl
Something’s
been
trapped in the SJSU art
building this week. It’s
locked behind the accordion gate in Gallery Five on
the first floor.
But, judging from the
reception held Tuesday
night, good bait will trap
almost anything.
"It" is the exhibit
"Trapped Skin" a collaboration of soft -sculpture
and photos of the avant
garde persuasion created
by JoAnn Uhelszki and
SJSU students John Tolomei and Bonnie Winter.
The last two days of
the week-long exhibit in
Gallery Five are today and
Friday.
"A lot of us are
trapped in different ways,"
Winter explained about the
title of the exhibit.
"Our art’s not violent
it’s emotional," added
the 24-year-old nutrition senior. "The people in the
photos are trapped by the
frame. The mannequins
are trapped. People see
this and they’re sort of
trapped by it."
The title of the exhibit
was also derived from a recent dinner party Uhelszki,
Tolomei and Winter had.
They were eating chicken
and decided to save the
skin.
They
included
the
chicken skin on their flyers.
"We had a shot of Bonnie with the skin Saran
Wrapped to her face."
Uhelszki said, "and John’s
hand with some forceps.
That was another theme of
’trapped skin.’"
Skin
"Trapped
though, depicts people
type
you’d
find
but not the
living next door. In fact,
most of the trio’s art deals
with people who aren’t
:dive at all. Gallery Five’s
exhibit contains photos of
mannequins, three soft sculpture figures and Winter posing for Uhelszki’s
photos of gravesites in a
New Orleans cemetery.
Although
Winter’s
sculptures (comprised of
nylon stockings, foam stuffing. thrift store clothes
and plastics) draw the
greatest stares of astonishment, none of the trio
takes any extra credit.
"We’re all supportive
of each other’s work and
ideas,"
Uhelszki said,
’Our energy level is
ripled."
Uhelszki ( who graduated from SJSU in December with a photojournalism degree) pooled her
talents with Tolomei last
spring for SJSU’s "American Fish and Mannequins"
exhibit
But, this time she and
Winter teammed up and
went on a one -week binge
to New Orleans where they

returned earlier this week
with the material for their
show.
"Because New Orleans
is below sea level and
swampy," Uhelszki said.
"the dead have to be buried above the ground. We
heard how great the
gravesites were in New Orleans. so I sold my stock
and Bonnie drained her
bank account and we took
of f .’
Uhelszki. 26. added
that the excitement of
Mardi Gras was an extra
incentive to take the trip.
"I like the eerie sense
of graveyards." Uhelszki
said. "It’s eerie, but peaceful."
Tolomei,
similarly,
also enjoys photographing
non-living subject matter.
All of his shots of mannequins were taken from
store windows in San Francisco.
"The mannequins are
wild in San Francisco,"
said the 27-year-old bachelor of fine arts major. "I
shoot the mannequins so
you can’t see the window.
It takes them out of context."
Tolomei said that he
met Uhelszki nearly a

year-and-a -half ago and
when they went to San
Francisco, "I’d shoot mannequins in Union Square
and JoAnn would shoot fish
in Chinatown."
Of the three who created "Trapped Skin," Tolomei is the only one who’s
an art major. Winter is a
nutrition
major
and
Uhelszki currently works
in a law office.
"I do what I feel," Winter said, "and if something
comes of it
I like working with food, theater and
the hair medium. I just go
ahead and see how far it
will take me."
Winter’s wears her
hair-medium hobby on her
own head. She doesn’t exactly cut hair she sculpts
it. She styles her own hair
which features a layered
rainbow on the left, a complete shave in back and a
brunette and gold wave in
front.
"I enjoy making hair
not look like hair," Winter
said.
Winter also combinc-.
her array of interests with
her dreams when sculptur
ing. As off-the-wall as that
sounds, Winter’s creation,
are actually on the wall 111

Gallery Five. Shockra and
Baby are testimony of that.
Shockra is a life-sized
female sculpture of a work
entitled "Society." She
hangs on the center of the
wall with eyes bulging,
tongue out and breasts exposed. A gold earring is
pierced through Shockra’s
right nipple.
"Baby," on the other
hand, is a fanged child in a
leopard-skin suit who sits
perched on a tree limb.
"Baby is so vicious,"
Winter said, "but he’s so
warm and cuddly at the
same time."
In addition to Shockra
and Baby, a transvestite
sculpture with no name
stands in the corner with a
bloody knife held high
seemingly poised to wound
anyone to enter Gallery
Five. Winter said he/she is
very angry.
Winter also dabs each
work with her own blood.
"That’s how I sign
them,"
Winter
said.

"That’s how they’re all
part of me. My ideas come
to me in my dreams. They
all come to life and I get a
feeling for them."
Winter became involved in creating her
models when she did pornographic
soft -sculpture
for three years.
"When you need to
make money," Winter
said, "you think of different things to do,"
Although
"Trapped
Skin" is the combined efforts of an art major, a law
office employee and a nutrition major, the trio emphasized their enthusiasm
for each other’s art. Their
excitement appears contagious if Tuesday night’s
opening reception was any
indicator.
The
reception
attracted numerous avantgarde art enthusiasts, a
disc jockey with two turntables from KFJC and a
video
tape
session.
Uhelszki said she wanted
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the reception to be more of
a party than an opening.
There was more food, earrings and more wild hairdos than Vidal Sassoon has
seen in his wildest dreams.
"I think we all worked
well together," Tolomei
said. "With the space we
had, it’s hard to fit this all
together, but we did. Everyone is sort of trapped. It
shows in our work."
Uhelszki and Winter
believe there’s a way out of
entrapment.
"I’m sick of people
taking away dreams,"
Winter said. "People want
you to be practical and fit
in a square and I refuse to
do that. You can live out
your fantasies . . ."
..and I’ll photograph those fantasies,"
Uhelszki added

th
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Labor leader speaks for rights
By Dan Koga
Dolores Huerta, the vice president of the United
Farm Workers, called for women to take their rightful
place in society, yesterday during a speech in the Student
Union Amphitheatre.
The speech was one of the Womyn’s Week events
sponsored by the Women’s Center.
"We can’t expect for men to really give it to us,"
Huerta said. "I’m doing the work. I’ve got to have a voice
in the decision making."
Working with union leader Cesar Chavez, Huerta became one of the architects of the National Farm Workers.
Huerta said that she learned some important lessons
from Chavez since the NFW’s ( which became the United
Farm Workers in 1973) first convention in 1960.
One lesson occurred before the first election of an executive board when the union was founded. Huerta was
encouraged by Chavez to run for a position on the board,
but she said, "I just want to help. I just want to do the
work. I don’t really want to have a position of power."
But according to Huerta, Chavez replied, "The people
who do the work have got to make the decisions."
Huerta was then elected as the union’s first vice president.
"I have never been opposed in our union," Huerta
said.
"One of the reasons," Huerta said, "is because the
workers do trust me and the fact that the workers know
that I really do work hard for them."
Huerta called the UFW " . . . a super macho union."
However, she said one of the messages she wants to bring
to the workers is, "It’s not macho to beat up your wife. It
is not macho to abuse your children.
"It is macho to stand up to the boss That’s what being

Dolores Mena of the UFW speaks at SJSU.
macho is. To stand up there and to fight against the boss.
To fight for your rights."
Huerta said many of the things that the union has
achieved could not have been done without women in the
movement.
"Now that I’m a little older and the dust has settled,"
Huerta said, "there is another big area that really has to
be worked on, and that’s in the area of getting women’s
rights "

Alvarez, 24, said he had just asked
his partner to retrieve the .22-caliber
"Saturday Night Special" concealed
under the sweater of Nevell Johnson Jr.
when Johnson suddenly reached for the
gun.
"When I see that hand that’s coming across, at that time, believe me.
I’m dead," Alvarez told the jury.
"That’s when I got frightened,
really scared. When somebody turns
like that on you. You go through this
day in and day out, they tell you in
training how fast things happen. You
think, ’He got me! He got me!" "
. . . 1 got my hand on his left
shoulder. I lose my grasp on him. I
start to turn, thrust my gun to his head,
and I fired.

MARION, N.C.
one ot two escaped Tennessee convicts who vowed not to be taken alive was
shot and killed yesterday in a gunbattle with police
after bloodhounds led officers to an abandoned house.
Authorities surrounded the area looking for the second
man.
Ronald Lee Freeman, 41, a convicted double murderer, was killed by a shotgun blast and a state trooper
was wounded in the confrontation, said Russ
Edmonston, a spokesman for the state Department of
Crime Control and Public Safety.
"When they turned him over, he had two pistols on
him, so apparently he was a pretty desperate fellow,"
Edmonston said.
The house where Freeman was killed is in a residential neighborhood of Marion, in western North Carolina, and about 60 officers sealed off a three-block
area looking for the second inmate, James Clegg, said
Forest City Police Chief Tom McDevitt.
The two were suspected of wounding another state
trooper on Tuesday.
Officers assume Clegg "is in the same general
area. We assume that he is armed. We’ve asked people
in the area to be extra careful," Edmonston said.
"We’re keeping the area surrounded," McDevitt
said, and residents of the area were told to stay in their
houses.
Nearby East McDowell Junior High School was
closed for the day and two helicopters searched over
an area that included a junkyard, a cemetery and
more homes.
Millie Hakala, who lives next to the house where

Freeman was killed, said she heard five gunshots and
saw six or seven police officers with guns.
"Someone yelled, ’There he is,’ and he darted
away from the window,- Mrs. Hakala said. "I ducked
down behind my window. I was scared."
State Trooper Larry Carver was shot in the shoulder, said Maj. D.R. Emory, director of administrative
services for the state Highway Patrol in Raleigh.
Earlier, Emory had incorrectly identified the slain
inmate as Clegg.
McDevitt said a break in the case came when a
break-in was reported at a home about a half-mile
from the abandoned house.
Edmonston said a man broke into a woman’s home
about 5 a.m, and ordered her to fix him something to
eat.
The woman got out of the house and called police,
and the man fled, he said. Dogs led police to the abandoned house.
Clegg, 30, and Freeman had been believed in
North Carolina after another state trooper had been
shot Tuesday.
The hunt had shifted from Tennessee to Nebo,
N.C., when Highway Patrol Trooper L.H. Rector was
shot four times Tuesday by two men he had stopped for
speeding. A white Cadillac with the rear window shot
out was later found abandoned near the Nebo Elementary School.
Clegg, of Bristol, Tenn., and Freeman, of Knoxville, Tenn., were among five inmates who fled a work
gang after pulling guns on two guards. Two are in custody and a third is believed to be in Illinois.

41\

Suit filed against former Nazi
for war activities in Croatia

Officer informs jury
about fatal shooting
MIAMI (AP)
Police Officer Luis
Alvarez testified yesterday in his manslaughter trial that he was "frightened,
really scared" when he shot a young
black man at an inner-city video arcade, touching off three days of riots.

Convict dies in shoot-out

"I thought I was shot," he said. "I
just like froze, and I looked at myself
and 1 realized I’m not shot."
The fatal shooting of Johnson, a 20year-old county messenger, on Dec. 28,
1982, sparked three days of riots that
took the life of a second man and led to
millions of dollars in damage.
Earlier, Alvarez testified that he
asked a fellow officer to have a friend
clean up the gun he later used in the
shooting.
Prosecutors in the trial before Circuit Judge David M. Gersten have accused the policeman of having the gun
polished and altered
in violation of
police rules so that it would fire with
only a light pull on the trigger.
"When you got the gun back, did
you notice any difference in the trigger
pull?" asked his defense attorney, Roy
Black.
"No," answered Alvarez. "The
only difference was it was beautiful. It
was like brand new, it was night and
day."

LOS ANGELES (AP) Five Holocaust survivors have sued Andrija Artukovic, wanted as a Nazi war criminal in
Yugoslavia and now living in Orange
County, claiming they suffered losses and
injuries as a result of his actions in World
War II.
"If successful, this suit will send a
message to former Nazis residing here
that they will no longer live freely in
America confident that the worst that
could happen to them would be to face deportation hearings," said Rabbi Marvin
Hier, dean of the Simon Wiesenthal Center.
Artukovic, 84, became interior minister and later justice minister of what became known as the Independent State of
Croatia when the Nazis took over what
was then part of the old Austro-Hungarian
Empire.
His cabinet posts between 1941 and
1945 coincided with a reign of terror by the
notorious Ustashi secret police, who were
accused of butchering 800,000 Serbs, Jews
and Gypsies before Marshal Tito’s communist army established present-day Yugoslavia.

He is revered by Croation emigres as
a national hero.
The suit, filed Monday in U.S. District
Court. alleges that from "April 15, 1941
. . . Croatia and Atukovic pursued a genocidal policy with regard to civilian Serbians and Jews." It seeks unspecified dam
ages.
The five suing Artukovic, a resident ot
Surfside Colony, were Yugoslavian residents when the Ustashi were established
and are now U.S. citizens.
They are Leo Handel, and couples
Leon and Shari Kabiljo and Isaac and
Hannah Handy, Hier said in an interview.
Artukovic, who fled to Switzerland as
the war neared its end, entered the United
States in 1948 with documents identifying
him as an Irishman named Alois Anich.
Attempts by the U.S. Department of
Immigration and Naturalization to have
him deported as an illegal immigrant
have been unsuccessful.

WednesdayMarch 7-8:00-11:00
Chris Cain Band
ThursdayMarch 8 -8:30-Midnight
Maxine Howard and the
Down Home Blues Band
9-8:00-11:00
P. Salt

Friday March
C

The Yugoslavian government has requested his extradition on 1,293 counts of
"murder and participation in murder"
outlined in a 62-page indictment alleging
that Artukovic personally ordered Croatia’s wartime slaughter of Serbs and Jews.

States investigate doctors’ credentials
Several states are
(AP)
checking physicians’ qualifications
and others are re-examining their
medical licensing procedures following published reports that up to
3,000 doctors may be working under
phony credentials.
"I think it’s fair to say we’ll approach this a little more cautiously
in the future," Delaware Deputy Attorney General Edward Kafader,
counsel to the Board of Medical
Practice, said Tuesday.
The New York Times reported
Sunday that federal and state officials have launched a nationwide investigation into reports that up to 3,000 people may be working as
doctors or seeking medical certification with false credentials, many
from Caribbean medical schools.
The probe was sparked, the report said, by the U.S. Postal Service’s discovery last year of extensive trafficking in fraudulent
credentials. Federal prosecutors recently disclosed that a Peruvian liv-

ing in Alexandria, Va., had admitted
taking some $1.5 million from 165
people in order to obtain fake documents for them, mainly from a
school in the Dominican Republic.
The most extensive investigation is taking place in New York,
where officials said at least three
psychiatric residents have already
been fired for falsifying credentials.
A resident is a medical school graduate in training to get a medical license, usually in a specialty.
Maryland officials are setting
up a I2-member task force to ensure
that physicians who graduated from
foreign medical schools are properly trained, said Dr. C. Earl Hill,
president of the state Board of Medical Examiners.
Pennsylvania’s medical board
is investigating allegations of phony
credentials held by doctors in that
state, including cases that arose
from information supplied by the
Postal Service, said board spokesman Stephen Gardner.

Officials in Washington are
checking credentials of five residents from medical schools in the
Caribbean, demanding in -person interviews as well as new documents
from the schools and hospitals
where the five have previously
worked, said Deanna Dicomes, executive secretary for the state medical disciplinary hoard.
In Rhode Island, Bob McClanaghan, director of the Division of Professional Regulation, said his office
had not found any licenses granted
to any of the 165 people listed by the
Postal Service.
"1 think we’ll increase our review" of applicants from the Dominican Republic school cited, McClanaghan added.
The American Medical Association said it keeps a databank on physicians, including the names of students in accredited U.S. medical
schools and foreign-educated graduates in approved U.S. residency
programs.

if.AIR FORCE
ENGINEERING SCHOLARSHIP
LEARN. AND EARN MORE THAN
$1,000 a month.
The Air Force College Senior Engineering
Program is open to students in Aeronautical, Astronautical, Architectural,
Nuclear. and Electrical engineering. If you
qualify for the program, youll receive Air
Force pay and allowances while you complete your final year. If you’re an engineering
junior, senior or graduate senior contact
your local Air Force representative:
In the North Bay,
Call Ssgt Schutt (707) 525-4396
In the East Bay,
Call Tsgt Sanders (707) 422-5087
In the South Bay,
Call Tsgt Stepnitz (408) 275-8723
On the Peninsula,
Call Tsgt Greene (415)968-34%
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Five Spartans journey to fierce nationals
Thursday, March 8, 1984/Spartan Daily

By Joe Roderick
Spartan coach T.J. Kerr never knows what to expect
when he and his teams venture to the NCAA Wrestling
Championships.
Two years ago, five Spartan wrestlers qualified for
the NCAAs. Two wrestlers. Wayne Jones and Eddie Baza
soared out of oblivion to place high. Jones finished third at
126. while Baza claimed fourth at 134 to vault the Spartans
to ninth -place

Wrestling
Last year, five wrestlers also qualified. All five had
the potential to do some harm. But all five never made it
past the first round. The result : a 42nd-place finish for the
Spa rta ns
This year. five SJSU wrestlers will journey to the
NCAAs, which begin today and run through Saturday at
Byrne Meadowlands Arena in East Rutherford. N.J.
Will it be boon or bust for the Spartans this time
around? "I think for the first time, all our wrestlers have

the potential to place," Kerr said. "Hopefully they can do
it."
But this isn’t the type of ordeal where a wrestler simply walks in, puts forth a minimum amount of effort, and
then walks away with a medal in his hand. The No. 1 seed
isn’t immuned from faltering. The No. 32 man can receive
a bolt of energy and levy a big boy or two.
"I’ve seen too many upsets in the first round," Kerr
said. "A guy might not be feeling good. He might have
sucked a lot of weight. He gets a few bad calls against him
pretty soon, it’s over."
Three of the five Spartan wrestlers Albert Perez
(126 pounds), David Barnes 142 and Andy Tsarnas (190)
are familiar with that "it’s over" feeling. All three lost
in the first round. All three are senior’s now.
Sophomore Darryl Pope (158) and junior Marvin
Jones 1771 aren’t in that win-or-it’s-over-for-good predicament. They’ll prehaps get another shot in the future.
But Kerr wants all his wrestlers to put out the maximum effort. "I keep telling them to get past the first two
rounds and then we’ll see what happens. After that, anything can happen."

Craig Sailor

SJSU’s David Barnes, shown here wrestling against teammate 1)arr I Pope in practice,
is one of five Spartans entered in today’s NCAA Wrestling Championships in New Jersey.

Two women’s squads
boosted by top recruits
By Frank Lopez
SJSU’s two most successful women’s teams made moves that should
make them even tougher. Between the
Spartan volleyball and field hockey
teams, five top recruits were signed
The volleyball team, which finished 17th in the NCAA tournament last
year. received letters -of-intent from
local prep standouts Julie Braymen of
Mountain View High school. Barbara
Higgins of Santa Clara. and Danielle
Spier of N’ganacio Valley of Concord.
The high school athletes were described by volleyball coach Dick Montgomery as "three of the top five recruits in Northern California." Spier
and BrayMen were named MVP’s of
their respective leagues while Higgins
was named Santa Clara High School’s
player of the year in 1983.
With the potential loss of starting
outside hitter Lisa Ice for the ’84 season, the additions of Higgins and Bray men, who are capable of playing that
position, are of particular importance.
Ice, one of the Spartans’ top players last year. is questionable for next
season because of a knee injury that required surgery two months ago. Montgomery said her knee is healing at or
above the rate doctors had predicted."She doesn’t want to play unless

-lie’s a too percent, and wz.. agree,
Montgomery said.
If she is not healthy. Ice will red shirt next season, leaving open a starting outside hitter position to be filled
within the ranks. Higgins and Braymen
both have a shot at that spot.
Field hockey coach Carolyn Lewis
signed two players to add to the
strength of her nationaly-ranked team.
One recruit, Jill Benson. won MVP
honors at field hockey power Lynbrook
High School and was also a member of
the 19113 19-and -under California select
soccer team which won the national
title.
The other recruit, Yvon Maria Hoogeweegen, was lured away from both
NCAA champion Old Dominion and the
Dutch National field hockey team
which is ranked number one in the
world.
Ex -Spartan Sue Walker had played
against Hoogweegen in 21 -and -under
International competions a couple
years ago, and served as one of SJSU
contacts with the Netherlands’ standout. Hoogweegen also had worked with
SJSU assistant coach Jose Poelmanes
in the past, which contributed to the
Spartans’ signing of the highly recruited athletes.
Lewis said she expects both women
to see a lot of action in the coming year.

Mandatory
Orientation

But that’s the thing about the NCAAs anything can isn’t. Just because a guy is ranked, doesn’t mean shit.
Anybody can get beat."
and will happen.
But Oklahoma State’s Jim Zylinsky isn’t just anyHere’s a look at how each Spartan could fare:
body,
though. Zylinsky. the defending 158-pound cham126 pounds Perez, 25-4 this year, eked into the nationals by a hair. He lost in the Pacific Coast Allelic Asso- pion, hasn’t been beat in two years. "He’s a legitimate
ciation finals to Fr no State’s Joe Ismay, but was stud," Kerr said.
"He’s the only untouchable wrestler," Pope said of
awarded one of the four wildcard berths given to wresZylinsky. "Realistically, I don’t think I can beat him.
tlers who finish either second or third.
A rib injury hampered Perez late in the year, but the That’s not a good attitude, but technically he’s solid."
Marvin Jones is still psyched out by a flexible
177
pain is minimal now. "I’m not going to worry about it,"
Perez said. "I’m just going to go out there like nothing’s cast he wears around his left hand to protect a thumb injury suffered in January.
wrong. I can’t let anybody stop me."
"Without the cast. I’d be 100 percent," he said. "It
If anybody can stop Perez, it’s Michigan State’s John
takes away some of my attacking moves. I can’t grip the
Others
to
No.
1
seed.
MacFarlene, who’ll be the likely
legs with it."
watch are Iowa State’s Kevin Darkus and Ismay.
Jones, though, had no problems beating Fresno
"They’re all going to be tough," Perez said. "They’ll
State’s Gene Allison, 13-3, in the finals of the PCAA chambe a lot of guys who dropped down from 134."
142 Barnes, a three-time PCAA champion, would pionships. But the cast has become a mental obstacle.
"Before I got injured. I had the capabilities of winlike to wipe away the memory of his past NCAA matches.
In 1981, he was pinned by Wyoming’s Chris Ball in the ning it," he said. "Now, I’m looking for a fourth or fifth. I
first round. Two years later, he lost to Iowa State’s Randy just hope to make the semis."
Jones. 26-6 and once ranked fifth in the nation, will
Conrad.
"Back then, I didn’t have the strength, skill or mental have to gel by Oklahoma’s Dan Chaid or Minnesota’s
Mike Fos if he is to finish in the final four
edge to go with those guys," Barnes said.
This weight class is
loaded with dangerous
wrestlers. The top dog is
Cal State Bakersfield’s
Jessie Reyes, ranked No. 1
in the nation and the likely
’I’ve seen too many
No. 1 seed.
Reyes didn’t just beat
upsets
in the first round.
Barnes, he pinned him in
the second round in a dual A guy might not be feeling
meet against Bakersfield
good. He might have
last month. Barnes has lost
few others matches, com- sucked a lot of weight. He
piling a 31-5 record.
One of those losses gets a few bad calls
came against Oklahoma’s
against him pretty
Luke Skove, who’ll also be
on hand. "I had him beat." soon, it’s over.’
Barnes said. "He came
T.J. Kerr
back and beat me in the
SJSU wrestling coach
last 10 seconds."
Of all the Spar158
tan wrestlers, Pope may be
awed the most by the
NCAAs.
He beat Utah State’s Steve Ross in the finals at the
If any o the Spartan wrestlers has a chance to
190
PCAAs in what many considered a major upset. Ti) Pope, place in the top eight it’s Tsarnas, who checks in at 38-4
though, it was no big deal. "To me, it wasn’t a surprise. I and is ranked sixth in the nation.
knew I could do it."
There are plenty of big names in this class, including
Pope, 23-10-1, is on a roll. "He has the potential to Nebraska’s Bill Scheer. Iowa’s Pete Bush, Oregon State’s
place," Kerr said. "And I’m not just blowing smoke be- Jim Baumgartner and Oklahoma State’s Carl Lynes.
cause he’s one of my wrestlers. A lot of coaches were im
pressed when he beat Ross."
Inexperience could be a problem for Pope. But what
sophomore wouldn’t be a little jittery competing in the nationals for the first time. "There’s a lot of pressure on
him," Kerr said. "I had a talk with him this week. He’s
can’t worry about which guy’s ranked and which gw.

Attention
Organizations

VAIL, Colo. ( AP) Ingemar Stenmark of Sweden, battling to stay in the
World Cup overall points
chase, scored a vital giant
slalom victory Wednesday
on Vail Mountain.
Stenmark, fifth after
the first run down the long.
61 -gate course, had the
fastest second-run time a
blistering 1 minute. 22.25
seconds to finish with a
combined time of 2:50.58.
Winding up second was
Stenmark’s main competition, World Cup overall
leader Pirmin Zurbriggen
of Switzerland. who finished in 2:51.43.
Hans Enn of Austria

was third and Max Julen of
Switzerland fourth.
Steve Mahre of Yakima. Wash., the first-run
leader, faded to ninth place
after the second heat.
"It was a good course
for me, and running No. 1
( in the second run) was
perfect," said Stenmark.
Mahre said he "just
tried too hard" the second
run. "I was too precise and
didn’t let my skis run."
Mahre’s twin brother.
Phil, was far back in 24th
position after the first run
and was not a factor in
what he says was the final
race of his career

* N/lust Attend in Order to be Candidat, *
Sponsored ps Associated Students

WITH LETTERING
GREEK
OLD ENGLISH
COPPER ETC.

MR. D’S TEE’S

75 hi In Markel Plaza
San Jam. ( A 95113

BUY YOUR TICKETS TODAY!

Hilarious Restoration Comedy

THE COUNTRY WIFE
by William Wycherley

MAJOR STUDIO SNEAK
PREVIEW
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHTS AT 8:00 P.M.
Sergeant Major Zack Carey
believed in Truth, Justice
and the American Way...
until a small-town sheriff set him up,
and threw his only son in jail
for a crime he didn’t commit.
Now, Sergeant Major Zack Carey
is going to try
something a little different’

Meeting For All
Candidates Running
in
A.S. Elections
Today
4:00 P.M.
Council Chambers, S.U.

10% off on purchase of
six or more sweatshirts,
jackets or T-Shirts

Stenmark prevails

8 PM, MARCH 9, 10, 15, 16, 17
2:30 matinee, March 14
preview performance 8 PM, March 8
04
ER
JAMES
"TANK"
A Walt trilAul’etit..t1
WINCHESTER St 1/0 I MY no

C:ENTURY 22
SAN JOSE

CALL: 277-2777

San Jose State
University Theatre and Box Office
5th and San Fernando Streets

6
5981:

THEATRE

BOX OFFICE OPEN 12:30 TO 8:30

Wu-

Or psalm ,
SJSU draws fired -up UNLV in first round
Spartan Daily/Thursday, March 8, 1984
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PCAA preview
By Monte Poole

Staff writer Monte Poole has observed the PCAA
throughout the 1984 season. While covering Spartan basketbal(, he has had the chance to observe most of the
teams in the league. Today, along with his PCAA Tournament preview, he goes on record with his choices in tonight’s first round matchups.

Basketball
Exactly what the SJSU basketball team doesn’t want,
it gets.
The Spartans, regardless of their wishes, face University of Nevada, Las Vegas at 7:00 p.m. today in the
first round of the PCAA Tournament at the Forum in Inglewood.
SJSU certainly didn’t spend this season hoping to run
smack into the Runnin’ Rebels, the PCAA’s first -place
team, as the first hurdle in the tournament.
If SJSU could have beaten lowly University of the Pacific ( 3-27 overall, 1-17 in the PCAA) in Sunday’s season finale, it would have avoided this team that some think will
go to the Final Four of the NCAA Tournament.
UNLV will enter this game with its eyes ablaze in an
attempt to shake a recent malaise. The Rebels lost their
last two games, against UC-Irvine and University of Oklahoma - neither of whom are pushovers, and may feel
that tonight’s matchup is important in reestablishing
credibility.
UNLV is talented, as its 25-4 overall record will attest.
The Rebels smoked through a 16-2 PCAA season, which
included two decisive - 105-77 and 86-76 - wins over the
SJSU.The Spartans went 10-17 overall, 6-12 in the PCAA.
The Rebels are about as deep as an Einstein theory.
Thirteen players dot coach Jerry Tarkanian’s roster and
almost all of them will play.
UNLV is also tall, usually starting a front line with 6foot -9 Richie Adams and 6-6 Frank "Spoon" James at the
forwards and 6-10 Paul Brozovich at center. Tarkanian

will also weave 6-8 Ed Catchings and 6-10 John Flowers
into the fray.
The Spartans will probably counter by inserting 6-8
Gerald Thomas into the starting front line along with 6-8
Matt Fleming and 6-6 Stony Evans. Keith Norwood and
and Lance Wyatt, who is still recovering from flu, may
also see plenty of action.
UNLV will be led by Danny Tarkanian, Jerry’s son,
who is among the nation’s elite playmakers. The 6-2 senior guard averages better than nine assists per game
and plays ballhawk defense ala vintage Lester Hayes. He
is good. Running mate Jeff Collins may be better.
SJSU will probably go with 6-1 Michael Dixon and 6-2
Bobby Evans at guards. Dixon, a junior, is the stabilizing
influence that often determines whether the Spartans fly
or simply wave goodbye. If he is on, the Rebels will be
forced into breaking a sweat. If not, SJSU may lose by 40
points.
Ward Farris, also a guard and the Spartans’ leading
scorer in PCAA action at 11 points per game, is also recoveritig from flu. But he will see some playing time.
UNLV shoots 56 percent from the field, tops in the
PCAA. Adams shoots almost 70 percent and Catchings is
around 63 percent. Everybody goes to the boards.
SJSU is shooting 48 percent, but Stony Evans and
Farris have hovered around the 60 percent mark during
the second half of the PCAA season.
USIA by 26.
Other games:
At 2:00 p.m.: Fourth-seeded Utah State (18-9 overall,
12-6 PCAA) and fifth-seeded New Mexico State (13-14, 9-9)
will play in the tournament opener. Both teams are nicknamed Aggies and that is a clue to the evenness of the
ma tchup.
Utah State is led by 6-7 forward Greg Grant and 6-2
guard Vince Washington, a Berkeley High graduate.
Grant gets his points, (averaging 18.11 and Washington,
who has improved as the season progresses, has gotten
his average up to 15.4. Washington is also the team’s emotional leader and playmaker.
Explosive 6-3 guard Steve Colter and 6-9 center Andre
Patterson will lead New Mexico State. Colter, a senior

ig
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An Animation Film Festival will be presented Friday
through Saturday at the Louden Nelson Center in Santa
Cruz. For more information, call 429-3504.

The Campus Christian Center will offer a "Meet and
Eat" luncheon program at noon today at Jonah’s Wail,
300 S. 10th Street. For more information, call Natalie Shiras, 298-0204.

San Jose State Folk Dancers will meet from 8 p.m. to
midnight Friday in the Women’s Gym. For more information, contact Ed Webb at 287-6369.

The Pre-Med Club will have a meeting with guest
speaker Monroe Gross, M.D., internal medicine, at 9:30
tomorrow morning.

The Community Committee for International Students will provide tutoring in conversational English for
all international students from Ito 3 p.m. today and Friday in the Administration Building Room 206.

The Art Department is offering an exhibition,
"Trapped Skin," featuring photographs by JoAnn
Uhelszki and John Tolomei and soft sculpture by Bonnie
Winter. The exhibition runs through tomorrow in Gallery
5 of the Art Building.

The Society of Physics Students will present a talk on
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"Research Opportunities for Students" at 2:30 p.m. today
in the Science Building Room 251. For more information
contact Ray Mallette at 293-6296.

The Air Force ROTC will discuss "God’s Leadership
in the Military" at 10:30 a.m, today in MacQuarrie Hall
Room 438, Call John Redmond at 277-8919 for more details.

Dean Fortunati

60T 1r2

The Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will discuss
the "Body of Christ as Family" from 7 to 8:30 tonight in
the S.U. Council Chambers. Call Mark Houseman at 2934773 for more information.

U(’-Irvine by 17.
At 9:00 p.m.: Third seed Fresno State 422-7, 13-51
plays sixth-seeded Cal State-Fullerton (17-12. 8-101. This,
the evening’s last game, might be the best. Fullerton’s
Leon Wood and Fresno State’s "bookend" forwards, Ron
Anderson and Bernard Thompson are three of the west
coast’s top 10 players - in any conference.
The Bulldogs are on a roll, having closed the regular
season with six straight wins. They have, in Anderson and
Thompson, forwards that everybody in the PCAA envies.
They also have Boyd Grant, one of the true defense gurus
in the NCAA, to coach them.
The Titans have been the biggest flop in the PCAA
this season. Despite All -America guard Leon Wood, a
likely NBA first -round draft pick, they have bobbed at the
.500 mark all year. They go from super to stupor, putting
coach George McQuarn in a quandary. A tough team to
figure.
Fresno State by nine.

Martin the Spartan

,,

SPARTAGUIDE

to
8-4

who averages 18.7 points per game, is one of those rare
athletes that can make tremendous moves and astounding results look effortless. Patterson, a junior who leads
the PCAA in rebounding, is like a movie villain. Even if he
doesn’t hurt you, his looks will.
Utah State by 3.
At 4:00 p.m.: Second-seeded UC-Irvine (18-9, 14-4)
will play 7 California State-Long Beach (9-18, 6-12). This
game shouldn’t be close.
The Anteaters front line of Ben McDonald, Tod Murphy and Bob Thornton should dominate the 49ers. McDonald, a 6-8 senior forward, leads Irvine in scoring at 14.7
per game. Murphy and Thornton control the boards and
play ping-pong around the rim.
The 49ers only chance, which is not fat, lie in guard
Joedy Gardner’s shooting touch. Gardner will have to
burn from outside and 6-11 center Ivan Verberckt will
have to play the game of his life to bring Long Beach
close.
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Sheila Nea

The Elementary Education Department will offer
group advisement for students interested in the multiple
subjects credential program from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Saturday in SH 120. For more information, contact Dana
Elmore, coordinator of student teaching.

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ANNOUNCING SJSU Show Kan K.
rote Club ni.ls to PER 280 IF
3 304 30 pm K Funakosho all
Haw.,, champ
chief instruc
interested in hiring w1h best
come by &tom us NI welcome
DENTAL ,VISION PLAN

Enroll now,
Save money teeth and ey. For
information see A S Office or call
pho.14081371 6811

DON’T LOOK ANY Further, BAPTIST
Student Union
for you Everyone
es welcome Come torn en week
day Bible study at 11 30 on Tu.
days in the Guadalupe Rtn of the
Student Union For dottrels on our
other &MO studies and ...toes
on campus call Karen at 377
0772

tography 448 2388
HEALTH INSURANCE, partitions and
hospital rooms cost more than you
think For health Insurance to help
Pee soaring hospitel/surgicel bdls
check wroth Ste. FRIT Ellen Vils5
Nortwock Agent State Farm Ins
978 7171
SUBWAY’S 9911 SALE buy one foot
long end get the second one of
*quid eel. for only 9911 orcou
Epor. 316,84

not good

with any other offer
UNINSURED MOTORIST BEWARE,
New low Automate.IIc lowi your
driver s license Good modem end
non smoker diecounte Cell for
quote 280 7428 Auto renters
end life Mote Formica Insurance
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Cen
lar Sunday luthern 10 46 am
Conn*. 4 00 and 900 pm
Prayer group Tues., at 5 00
pm Plitese call Campus Ministry
798 0204 for worship counsekng
magnetos and study opportunities
Rev Nate. Shires Fr Bob Hey.
Sr Joan Penal. R. Norh Fern
halter

AUTOMOTIVE
77 OW Convottible 82600 or tuo
206 rehlt cog strong nice Mil
need. top broke clutch WO wk
ereg order 293 5082 59
pm & weekends
69 PONTIAC LE MANS rune well
best offer Cell 415 941 2691 or
415 941 9776

FOR SALE
BICYCLE PARTS and ...ones A S
Bike Shop cloe out sale One half
pric sole, Tools also. Avellable in
the AS Office 3rd In Student
Union 277 3201 Patti
CUSTOM AIRBRUSHED T shorts We
hoodpMt shins usiog your odes
demon or photo We not nole
drew cars & truck we P.M eon
thing on anything. Von murals and
00 00000 Calf RAT RIDER 14081
266 15110 4716 Moorhen Ave
et Brenham lone Alpha Beta Con
tel Son Jose
NEED TO LEARN BASIC, Out. & pWn
new book will teach you H.
1

eons

hist., growing eponing
goods mfg Innovon. new con
cept For appt call 354 2004
HELP

WANTED PAcDONALD’s
Pee
well oho. men wage WI hrs
avail Interviews Mon Fro 3 pm.
Los Gatos 356 3095

ant. 116 95 postpaid Free de
taels Send check ot money order
to Calif Software 1731 Howe
Ave

Dept

163 Sacramento Cs

95825
URGENT SALE, All interior furnishings
from 3.000 sq 11 luxury home
Customed design.] sof & love
seat 945000

$65000 Coffee & end 10510.
lamps. stereo Can help dell..
14081238 9809
& nr ph Send self stomped & ad
dressed any to ADINA’S ENTER
PRISES
PO
1100
26 Chinon
Ales. 99566

HELP WANTED
ACCOUNTING CLERK wanted M.
mum 20 hour.. week to lull time
lot 2 months temporary position
$5 hr Call Helen et 980 1630
.1 405 No experience nec
ACCURATE FAST TYPIST teem to
opt.. computerized typesetting
equipment Must be accurate et
nommum 70 worn Knowledge of
format and sty. word pm00..9
mporienco end good math and
verbal WIN woll help Pert OF/111
flosoble hours clove to comp.ne
gooishle pay Cell 798 4455 or
send WAIT. to Uneversoty TY.
graphics BO E San Cell. San
Jose 95112
Steward 00000
HIRING.
$14 339 000
ones.,
Worldwode, Call for Dorec tory
Newsletter
1 916 944
Guide
44408

AIRLINES
res o

BROILER COOK WNTI) Lunch shift 1
yr op prof., knowledge of Jan
00000 foods N. kitchen helpoer
wonld dinner shift Apply in person
01.yarra Rest 565A N Elth Si
S J
COMPUTER MKT RESEARCH Form
Hogh Tech merket reseerch form
lookeng for PT person Dunes in
telephone I. Noe. re
chide
gopher
typing
’,hog
ong etc Good opPortunde lot Per
hrs
Fleoll.
to
learn
son waling
send resume no calls 0 Gordon
lot
2685
David Softy.. Acces
1320 Mtn
Ste
Menne W.

search

Yew C. 94043
CRUISESHIPS HIRING, 116 330 000,
C.o.. Haw. World Call for
Guide Detector, Newels.. 1
916 944 4440
Looking for
STUDENTS,
DRAMA
work’ Here s something you 0 do
wora et Guar..ell se.,, plus ho
nose. for phone soles [toys or
venongs no spereence Cell 354
1777 Mr Cottons We waot you
lunch
EULIPIA RESTAURANT nee.
husperson Also hereno cock
toil waitress lot caber. show Cell
280 6161

LIVE IN NANNY or babysitter room &
board plus 1100 off month tor in
house care of 1 children ages 11,2
& 31.2 Please call fot more details
Noir p m up to March 13 Hours

5 piece bedroom

suite $550 00. 8-prce tom. den
mg room suite cost 31675 00 Sell
*80000 811 lighted pecion well
*121500
units
cost
.11

1240 ACRES en Wrangell St El. Pk

GIVE THE GIFT only you can give
beautoful
someone you loye
color porn. by John Peulson Pho

pon

by step Send for EASY GOING
BASIC Programoneny By author
educator with 18 yrs computer
sop
10 day money beck guar

3143 1st St

FULL OR PART nine pow.ne with ne

to be watched are 3pm I m
578 6484 or 286 2680 leave
message for Tony 2
OPPORTUNITIES IN ENGN Engineers
EE,CS ’Chem Mach Software
unix compilers applic Sr T..
R&D FS Oa Test , vocuum cad
carn cmos chip designers Send
resume end cell 971 13333 No
fees. not NI agency Hitech Asso
elates. 33 E San Fernando St
301.S J
PIT

dining
SEMESTERS
115Mrsoarkl.F T en summer Ipen
ding budget
allocation/
Work
Study Clerical Assistant Positron
Typing end teceptionist shells re
Meted Start 3.26 33951,l Oh
ram apphretion in Student Pro
Old
OM.
grams & 5IVIC11
177 2187
Cafe..
Building.
Deadline for applying io March 16
Student must qualify for Work
Study

SPECIAL SERVICES AGENT, Clean end
meentain car fleet Perm OF p
7540 h. wk 34 50 In Prefer
p m hours Reg good driving re
cord neat appro... Con.ct
Monarch

Rentals

Mr

Wilson

279 1402

you to stey continue you. school
ong 11 you are pregnant end need
help you will find someone to listen
and help at BIRTHRIGHT Call us
day or neght 141 8444 Conn
dent. Help teeth Dignity

BARE IT ALL Stop shaving wooing
tweezeng or using char.& demIll
tones litt me permanently remove
your unwonted hoer Ichin brkino
tummy moustache etc 1 15 per
cent drecount to students end lac
ulty Call before June 1 1984 end
19t NW et 1 2 P.c.,
Unwented HeIr Des.... With
Gwen Chitty. RE
Mn Care
559 3500 1645S Bascom ve
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
C
gel your

COUNSELING FOR INDIVIDUALS and
couples Rtch Graven LCSW Lic
L010108 call 247 7703 Super
wsion avoidable
FREE 2 MINUTE PREGNANCY TEST
Introduce yourself to our prof.
froandly low coot health
car...ices We have lull ten.
of 08 GYN lencludong family plan
now and ...Gni family meth
cine and psychotherapy deport
meet We’re located right around
the corner from SJSU et 15th &
Santa Clara Streets Call Women s
Community Clew Inc
4090 for informateon

DONNER LAKE CABIN, 3 bedroom 2
hath
completely
modern.
3450 w.kor
$275..kend
370 90911
FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED Share 2
bd. condo Fremont $275 ma
plus inol Daytime 415 490 3699
eves 415 659 0124 Sylvia
ROOMS FOR RENT, 6200 250.nth
now condo fully turn and carptd
5 min from comp. Prof rasp le
males
non smokers
Cell Gary
eves 25898 1420
1 SORM APT pool sauna carport
sett gas
grhoz
Specious quiet
Palm Mono,
1040 S 12111 St
1375 dpst MI,

stolen

269 8169

PERSONALS
free cm
BE LEGALLY ORDAINED
dentialt legalize your ’nth, to the
title
Reverend
Wrote
World
Cla
Christ.nshm 1618 S
yes Co 93612
JANINE REALLY enpoyed our talk on
3,1 Still core for you Any rhonge
on yOW emus, JOHN
LOOKING FOR A PcmeIe companoon to
form friendshop end to be with
condo,51 pals. men Cell Brian
at 298 7308
NW 5 p
NEED GAY La student to help write
book Must besincere 5709433
after 5 Ask foe Den
PREGNANT IS...0C..

coils & dry mount press Cell for
app. 95 daily 10 1 Sat We spe
cr.. on dkon supplies feature.
Kodak Ilford Onentelauder 1 day
slide procesn by Kod. Discount
Camera Soles 451 So 4111 St
S J 7759649

at

287
ap

Sting this rid for free
FUTONS carefully handcrafted Irons 3
8 lovers of he fi.st 100% cot
ton dr...seem futons era avail
Nsle in variety of sizes and col
or,
Also frames pillows and
covers of the sonlo fine quality al
Student dos
affordable prices
458
OREAMSWEET
counts

TYPING

147 1681 Located in Santa Clare
near San Tomas and Monroe
RAYMOND & TYSON Secretarial Se.
ece Fast accurate prof Meng
IBM Select. II Call Sharon at
926 9224

ACCURATE

TYPING
Fast
depend
able conscientious Experienced
typing term papers dursis re

HELLO STUDENTS’ 1 m b.k &gam to
type your pope. w the some ex
cellent qualoy and same low price,

ports etc Sunnyvele 736 8910
ACCURATE TYPING SERVICE Pro all
work guaranteed SpeLieltring

$1 e doubts spaced pg and one
ribbon for papers 5 pgs or more
Jeannie 274 1975

research papers resumes APA
format thesis typing gen car,e
spond.c and manuscripts win
ner of 1982 Son Jose Elegem.
Typrng Contest Located new San
Jose Flee Markel Looking forward
to voodoo00 vroh you Off hts
8 305 30 M F Availeble eve &
Minds ...rest Call Jone 251
5942

MANUSCRIPTS etc
ex
typed Reesonable
rates
Also prof esoionel resume writeng
$111FVIC 14081738 1235

ACCURATE TYPING that s fest and de
pendeble IBM correcting ...tic
Work gore... Call Renee al
978 1445

off you, f

cessor IBM correcting select,,n
medical and tape ...rostron
iCampbell are. Easy .cess off

TERM PAPERS THESES RESUMES for
all your lycong needs Call Perfect
Impreressions
996 3333
Stu
dent 00000 Located in Campbell

fres.. Cell Nancy at 866 2468
WORD PROC TYPING & Copier eOIo
ice convenient locanon
Carole
294 77770, 2130 1000 You con
also comely and use our computer
I,’ lope papers resumes etc 3

TYPING SERVICE Resumes term pa
pets charts grephs
Tonocrio
toon too. Fast COLIF10 0100001
rm. Near 280 on Sunnyvale Ceti

tormonels
rivael
Special
offer
53 00 qr ht 6 1 In FREE woth
hr ran. Open weekend, and

730 8969
TYPING

PAPER DUE’ Don I tr.’
Don t worry Emergent y 3 ae
special. Cell Mrs Ryan for guar
anteed profess.. resuhs APA
Twainan ot any other torn.
31 50 per page
252 6663

evenings
on
SUNNYVALE
Word Processing letter qualm,
...co fro reports etc Rsurne
cover totters ran onclude oddress
merging Reach prosp.teve ern
Moyer desks effortlessly Comm
uous form letterhead quality war
& envelopes and vanous lype
styles available Fast and accurate
turrowound Upgrade your, willen
work w,clites 14081245 1049

WORDSWORTH

double

WHEN

*aryl.

INTELLIGENT TYPING full.. wine
editing servo.
13.18/1,111,
academic
work
Penal. syrth
memo style manuals In Mountain
Sheen wiM ee.o tic.. from High
ways 280 ond 101 Conn. &

AMPARA’S EXPERIENCED Word Pro
cesstng Typing Seri.. AM kinds
1274998
14151
969 4491
Scott Blvd & Sao Tomas (Kew,

WORD
Typing
PROCESSING
SI 50 page 10 00000 trap
fait
turn wound
Sonslectoon guru
ante. OHL 1 000 word pro

SUNNYVALE VALLCO Mercies top
ing IBM Select. III Prompt nest
mccurate
$1 25 pegs
Idouble
spaced picI 1390115
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Dorm security patrol cuts crime
By Mark Katches
Following a rash of
burglary, theft, physical
assaults and finally two attempted rapes in Royce
Hall, Will Koehn. Royce
Hall residence hall director, said enough was
enough.
This was in 1979, when
dorms were open from 8
a.m. to 10 p.m. weekdays,
and anyone could wander
in the buildings.
Koehn was instrumental in getting residence
halls locked 24 hours a day.
He said this was necessary
to keep street people out of
the halls,
"We would find all
kinds of board-and -care
people sleeping in the
lounges. We had derelicts
and dope fiends there all
the time," Koehn said. "It
didn’t seem to bother anybody until the incidents."
The incidents Koehn
refers to are the attempted
rapes, one of which occurred in the women’s
bathroom. Two and onehalf weeks later a second
women was assaulted in
the Royce Hall recreation
lounge.
"A stranger tried to
fondle
her,
and she
screamed," he said.
Afterwards the residence hall security was initiated. Six volunteers from
ROTC roamed halls in evenings and early mornings
looking for suspicious individuals, and unsafe situations. They were later
hired and Koehn said the
security has helped cut
crime.
Security personnel
under Koehn’s direction
has increased to 18 members. The staff is comprised of students who are
paid from residence hall

tees. They patrol in pairs
and are equipped with twoway radios.
Koehn said there has
not been a major incident
in the dorms in four years.
"Right now students
are safer in the residence
halls than they are anywhere else in San Jose," he
said.
But locking outside
doors, SJSU Police Chief
Earnest Quinton said, was
not welcomed by students
who felt it was a nuisance
However,
Koehn
said
Royce Hall residents were
behind him 100 percent.
Theft is still a problem
in dorms. University Police Lt. Maurice Jones said
students are too trusting
and this leads to dorm
(hefts.
"Most thefts occur because students leave their
room doors open or unlocked," Jones said. "Students have to take precautions.
"Crime occurs when
there is an opportunity.
When you remove the opportunity, by locking doors
for example, you’ve prevented a crime."
Jones agrees there are
virtually no physical assaults in the dorms any
more.
"That’s because they
( residence halls) finally
began using the security
measures that we had preached over there for
years," Jones said.
Terry Edel, SJSU investigator in charge of
crime prevention, was a
student living in Royce
during the rape attempts
She said she also helped
get the outside doors
locked.
"The girl living next to
me was one of those assaulted," she said. "Other

than that (fare %%ere a couof peeping toms, but not
much.
"It’s a lot safer now,
but it (dorm crime) wasn’t
terrible then "

ple

Housing Director Willie Brown said he is
pleased with residence hall
security, yet he believes
there is room for improvement.

Ile said students will
be surveyed in the future in
order to distinguish what
their security needs are
and how the present system is working for them.

Guides service SJSU
continued from page 1
Guides are dispatched through twoway radios, and guide John Stipicivich
said they try to meet their callers
within five to seven minutes.
However, they will not escort anyone from one off-campus location loanother. Callers must be either on campus or coming to the university.
University Police Chief Earnest
Quinton said the evening guides are a
tremendous service.
"On the surface they don’t look like
much, but they’re our eyes and ears for
us," Quinton said
Still, Stipicivich is concerned that
the evening guide service is not used
enough. He said he averages from 10 to
15 escorts a night, but wants to see
more people approach him.
The 22-year -old economics major
has worked as an escort for two years.

In this time, he has seen women running to their cars, and this disturbs
him.
"The anxiety level is so high," he
said. "I watch them run and make sure
they get to their cars safely, but I’d like
them to know that the evening guides
are approachable."
One way to call an for an escort is
to use a blue light emergency phone.
There is one condition for obtaining an
escort. The caller must be on campus
or coming to the university.
For those concerned about crime
prevention measures, Edel will be holding a personal safety seminar Tuesday.
The seminar will run from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. in the Student Union’s Associated
Students Council Chambers. The focus
of the discussion will be sexual assault,
personal safety, and home security.

Frat plans bike-a-thon
to benefit child center
By Nick Gillis
In an effort to donate lands to the
Frances Gulland Child Development
Center, Alpha Phi Omega fraternity is
holding a community bike-a-thon this
Saturday.
The service fraternity, which disbanded during the Vietnam era, was reorganized last semester. Currently in
the reactivation process. It’s completing the third and final project needed
for national reinstatement.
Vice President Mike Correll said
the event could raise as much as $500
for the child center. located at San Salvador and loth streets. The center recently received needed funding from
Spartan Shops and Assocated Students
to keep afloat for the rest of the semester.
"Hopefully, we can help give them
a leg to stand on," Correll said.
Without a house or monthly dues,
the fraternity concentrates on serving
needs of the university’s surroundings.
The service fraternity is also at other
schools across the country, including
Stanford and University of California,
Davis.
"Because there weren’t any others
(service oriented fraternities) on campus, we wanted to get one together
here," Correll explained. "Socially,
with all the parties, we aren’t as active

as the other f ra terni les."
Last December, Alpha Phi Omega
completed the required campus and national projects needed for reinstatement. After sponsoring a canned food
drive and retirement home project, the
bike-a-thon weekend event will serve as
its community project. Upon completion, they will be nationally initiated at
Stanford in mid-April.
Correll said that even after sending
letters to other campus fraternities and
clubs, his fraternity is still seeking riders for the event.
The bike-a-thon will feature a 3/4
mile ride through the campus. From
Seventh Street, by the barbeque pit, the
course will lap along Clark Library,
then veer right on San Fernando Street.
Up to Ninth Street, the path will lead
past the Health Center and again turn
right on San Carlos Street, then return
to the barbeque pit. Alpha Phi Omega
is hoping that the modest course will
help participants complete plenty of
laps, which the sponsors’ donations are
based on.
Correll said the fraternity will be
supplying hamburgers and drinks to all
riders to "keep their energy level up."
Additional information and signups
will be available at the fraternity’s
weekly meeting at 7 tonight in the Student Union’s Guadalupe Room.

Good friends will give you a break
when you’re broke.
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The dinner was sensational. So was the check.
The problem is, the theater tickets that you insisted
on buying broke your whole budget. Enough to
declare bankruptcy by the time the coffee arrived.
v.:. A nudge under the table and a certain destitute
look in the eye were enough to produce the
spontaneous loan only a good friend is
ready to make.
How do you repay him? First the
cash, then the only beer equal to his
generosity: Lowenbrau.

LOwenbrau.Here’s to good friends.
C 19134 Beer Brewed tn U S A by Millet Brewing Co Milwaukee WI
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Fear and loathing at the BAMMIES
With apologies to Hunter S. Thompson.
It was somewhere near Half Moon Bay when the
BAMMIES began to take effect.
Armed with note pads and a pocketfull of dollar
bills, reporter Mark Freeman and myself were on our
way to rendezvous with photographer Pat Conrad outside of the San Francisco Civic Auditorium, to cover the
Bay Area Music Awards.
The awards were billed as the "party of the year,"
so our hopes were high.
But something wasn’t right.
I first grew suspicious when a car with a stuck turnsignal light followed us closely for miles too closely.
The lady driving would pass us, drop back, pass, drop,
pass, etc. My main worry was her "I love Colombia"
bumper sticker. It was brand new. I switched lanes.
We eventually found the Civic, and after covering
most of the city, we found a place to park.
After hiking in the general direction of our destination, it became apparent that we were headed in the
wrong direction. Strange events were only beginning.
We had tickets to a pre-awards show, but we
couldn’t find the door. A complete circling of the Civic
finally turned up the door, and Pat as well.
Inside was highly decorated and had a festive air
about it. The three of us had worked up quite a thirst by
now, so we headed for the bar.
Although the event was sponsored by Lowenbrau,
there were no free drinks. Unfortunately, we had
brought enough cash to drink all night.
What follows is deciphered from the hieroglyphics
that were supposed to be notes on the BAMMIES. Why
they were written down in the first place is anybody’s
guess, but by sharing them, maybe you can get an idea
of what the BAMMIES are all about.
The order they appear in is basically the order they
happened. However, I cannot, and will not, guarantee
this.
After interviewing Fee Waybill (see story on pages
4 and 5), I wander across the floor and talk to George
Thorogood and Jeff Simon ( Thorogood’s drummer).

Entertainer
Editor
Advertising Manager

cover

Eric Hermst ad
Toni Kohl

I am disapointed. Not only do I not get to talk to
them further, but I also don’t get a beer.
As Pat and I stroll across the crowded floor, Pat notices Mel Sharpe, of "KMEL on the street" fame. Pat
gets interviewed about "camera lens apertures of the
stars" as I laugh in the background.
I leave for another beer.
Paul kantner, of Jefferson Starship/Airplane fame,
is standing near a corner. As I approach him for an interview, his friend decides it is time to head for the

Eric Hermstad
Entertainer Editor

awards. The extent of the interview is Kantner saying,
"Sorry."
It sounds like he actually means it.
After another beer or two, things begin to get really
strange, and events begin to blur together.
We head for our seats and the awards start. The
sound system feeds back on and off for fifteen minutes.
While we wait, we predict the winners.
Marty Balin performs. More awards are given out.
The female accepting the award for Steve Smith
(Best Jazz Album) snags her dress on an unidentified
person’s shoulder. We laugh so loud, they hear us.
Pat leaves for a better camera angle.
The sound system has improved by the time Translator performs. More awards are given out; Mark goes
on another drink run.
I laugh at Mark’s tie and he threatens to pull off my
beard. Later, he returns from being further humiliated
in the restroom.

"Life sucks when your tie is too short," he complains.
Co-host Fee Waybill asks the crowd to stand up, and
they do, except for Mark.
"I can’t, I’m sorry," he says. After he notices that I
write his quote down, he exclaims, "My dad’s gonna
hate me for these quotes."
Pat returns quite upset because they won’t let him
near the stage; only the big papers can get near. He contemplates jumping over a barrier and sneaking to the
stage.
Emcee Dick Bright says just what we wanted to
hear: "The more you drink, the better we sound."
Pat leaves on another alcohol run.

The Tubes perform, and Mark gets upset because
the music vibrates his beer and spills it. The rest of the
crowd enjoys the music.
Alter reading the nominations for Best Song, someone comments, "What if K-tel got a hold of this?"
The bars run out of beer, and we switch to wine.
The sound system feeds back again we applaud.
"We’re drunk, we’ll clap for anything," I say.
Jefferson Starship plays "White Rabbit" and the
crowd goes crazy. Huey Lewis wins his fourth award
and the show ends.
Upon tabulating the winners, I see I managed to correctly predict the most winners, and therefore win the
Michelob Light. I got eight out of 18 correct. Pat and
Mark tied with six correct each.
We head for the post-show party at the Kabuki Theater. Mark interviews Huey Lewis while the two of them
eat sushi. Huey likes the sushi; Mark doesn’t.
Little Gadget and the Soulful Twilites ( featuring
Mickey Thomas and Don Baldwin of the Jefferson
Starship) play loudly, and I end the evening dancing
with a strange girl.
We leave the Kabuki in search of food. An all-night
soul food restaurant is devoid of edibles; we decide to
search elsewhere.
On the way home. Mark and Pat sleep. I wish I
could.
I arrive home at 4:45 a.m., broke but happy. The
next day, I finds shirt I had bought but don’t remember.
But I will always remember the BAMMIES "the
party of the year.’’

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Pat Conrad

Huey Lewis grabbed the limelight as well
as four winner’s trophies in the seventh annual Bay Area Music Awards held last Friday at San Francisco’s Civic Auditorium.
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Mark, who had been interviewing Thorogood.
leaves in search of another interview. Thorogood.
Simon, and I head for the bar, but they close it, claiming
the show is about to start.

Aur (408)298-11484

Commentary about ’60s off-base
In response to Tim
Goodman’s
"commentary" on the drug-immersed ’60s music versus
the cries for change in the
punk tunes it had the
tone of another slam dance, cocaine-numb spike
head.
I was nearly deafened
by the author’s heavy Boy
George accent. We all realize society is looking for
changes
it’s part of progress.
Equally so, music will
always be a reflection of
the society. We are all living on the same planet
where no man is an island.
Don’t allow presumptuous
attitudes of superiority to
overwhelm your intelligence.
Drugs are as common
today as they were in the
’60s. People in the ’6os
began to use drugs to experience life from a ’new’
perspective. Some may

have tripped out too far,
but black eyes on the dance
floor is going too far as
well. People of the ’60s, ’70s
and ’80s are just like those
of the ’30s, ’40s and ’505,
we just have different toys.
Maybe some have too
many toys.
Spikeheads and mods
are just new names for
flower children and flappers, only instead of a tripout on acid in the ’60s,
they’re cashing in on a
gram of coke in the ’80s.
Please don’t expatiate
a righteous act while your
nose is sniveling over another mirror. Drugs are
definitely a part of this
high-tech society where everything is moving fast (including those people in line
for another "line").
Coke is hot with the
’808 movement; it’s a social status symbol. Is it
anything like the peace
symbol of the ’60s?
Those of the ’60s and

’70s were not putting satety
pins through their nipples
or choking their societal
umbilical cords with spike
collars, but they were
struggling just as those of
the ’80s are struggling.
We all bleed and we all
cry. Music is only one creative method of relieving
pain.
Musicians also play for
the art of music, not just to
heal society’s self-inflicted
wounds. The power of
"punk summer" sounds
more like an experience
with reality for the first
time away from mom’s
safe breast.
People definitely need
to question and re-evaluate, at least once a day.
The ’60s was an era of
questioning authority.
The ’80s appear to be
an era of egocentric questioning. Let’s not forget
where we stand in this
world
very small. Don’t
be like the flea climbing up

an elephant’s leg with the
intent of rape. No one is
that big.
Punks are just like
flower children in that they
are all like children excited, curious, energetic
and frightened by the
world so big.
We can all work together towards a better society if we just respect one
another.
To become a musician,
you must first learn to play
an instrument. You can
learn by ear, or you can
trust the experience that
has already been organized into music books by
someone else.
The time they spent
different
out
working
chords is time saved for
you. Don’t be so proud as to
waste that time by slandering their efforts.
Charlene Sturm
Advertising
junior
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Alarm LP solid
but not super
By Tim Goodman
The seal on the new Alarm album
"Declaration"
was broken, and the pressed black vinyl spilled out.
The song titles alone reeked of rebellion.
The tension built until the knob on the turntable
poked through the hole in the record; the needle approached the new album and the moment had come.
What came out of the speakers doesn’t qualify as a
letdown, but the Alarm can certainly do better. Because
of their first production, a five-song EP (extended play),
the group has raised expectations among those who
enjoy "message music." And those who waited for the
release of this album will probably expect the world
when they buy it.
Well, they won’t get it; maybe all of Europe and Central America, though. Because even though this album
lacks the punch its predecessor had, it still qualifies as
solid listening material, full of angry words and pointing
fingers just
what the politically conscious listener will
want to indulge in.
Side one opens with the title number, a very short
statement that calls for everyone to arm themselves for

the fight and to keep marching on

Poet displays works
By Netha Thacker

on "Finding the Poetic Way" and "Writing Stories for
Children and Adults."
The weekend’s seminars will include discussions
and readings with other local writers. Saturday’s semi-

Award-winning poet and fiction writer Lucille Clifton will be in San Jose for a four-day residency this
week. The residency begins at 8 tonight with a discussion of her life and work at the San Jose Museum of
Art.

nar begins at 1:30 p.m. in the University Chapel and includes a discussion at 8 p.m. at the San Jose Museum of
Art on "Finding the Artistic Self."
Sunday’s seminar on writing stories will take place
from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in FO 104. Enrollment in the

Clifton, who is the author of 18 children’s books and
has published four volumes of poetry, was named Poet
Laureate of Maryland in 1979. Her first book of poems,
"Good Times," was named one of the 10 best books of
1969 by the New York Times. Her most recent work,
"Two-Headed Woman,- won the 1980 Juniper Prize
from the University of Massachusetts Press.
Clifton will read from her poetry and fiction at 8
p.m. Friday in the S.U. Umunhum Room, in a reading
co-sponsored by the Women’s Center as part of Womyn’s Week.
Clifton is a black woman and the mother of six children. She recently received the 1984 Coretta Scott King
Award for "My Friend Jacob," a children’s story about
friendship between children of different races.
Much of her poetry deals with her experiences as a
black woman. Critics have praised her poetry for its
strength and tenderness, as well as its perception.
Her appearance in San Jose will include seminars

seminars is limited. Fees are
nar and $35 for Sunday’s.

$30

for Saturday’s semi-

Clifton’s visit will conclude with a poetry reading
Sunday night at 8 in the University Chapel. Reading
with Clifton will be other Bay Area writers, including:
Janice Dabney, Carolyn Cook Grassi, George Barlow,
Titilayo, Nathaniel Mackey and Kathy Matthews. Admission to the reading is $3.

A limited number of work-fellowships are available
for the seminars, as well as for other seminars sponsored by the San Jose Poetry Center this spring. For
more information on the fellowships, contact Naomi
Clark, director of the Poetry Center and SJSU English
professor. She can be reached through

the English De-

partment office, 277-2817.
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This is predictably followed by "Marching On," and
the first major flaw of the album reveals itself. "Marching On" appeared on the EP, and the band delivered the

Rain or Shine)

song with amazing fervor.

Distance: Smiles with a few small.
rolling hills)

2nd & 3rd Place Men &Women
Overall -Special Award Plagues

However, possibly indulging themselves in experimentation, the band opted to reintroduce this song in an

Course: Asphalt and concrete on
public roads

Top 3 finishers In Each Division Award Plagues

entirely different way: slowly. And for all its catchiness,
it falls flat because it lacks the original fire.

Start/finish: West Valley
Community College. Saratoga,
California

first 300 l’inIshers-Special Ribbons

The rest of side one rolls smoothly however, with
"Where Were You Hiding When The Storm Broke?" and
"Sixty Eight Guns"
ing time.

two songs gathering a lot of play-

"Where Were You Hiding . .?" is a curious song
with very few words rhyming or actually combining to
make any sense. But it works well considering all the

Remaining Pinishers-"Survivor
Ribbons

Times: Wheelchair Athletes start al
840 a.m. All others start at 9:00 a.m.
Results: Posted as soon as possible
after finish near the officials stand.
The first 300 finishers results will
be mailed to those filling out an
envelope In the finish area

faults.
Credit for salvaging this (and most of the others)
goes to lead singer Mike Peters, basically an angry
young gentleman with many angry points of view. Calling his style "singing" may be actually stretching the
meaning of the word to the breaking point, but the end result is effective.
The Alarm’s sound is that of resounding acoustic guitars. This approach is refreshing for "message" bands
that usually rely on untuned guitars to convey the message.
Which brings us to "Sixty Eight Guns." This song is
the foundation of the album. Surrounded by good songs
that still lack something, "Sixty Eight Guns" proves to
be the one song that lacks nothing.
The highlight of the song comes when the band brings
everything to a crashing end, letting silence take over.
Then Peters starts it all back up with, "Op on the terrace I can hear the crowd rear" ("Sixty Eight Guns").
But they’re not great, and after hearing the band’s
EP, greatness was expected. This may be selling the
band somewhat short, but the potential of the band is not
it
fully expressed in this album, no matter how angry
gets.
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Huey Lewis is B
Singer captures four
Huey Lewis might still be looking for a
new drug, but he did come across four bronze
microphones in his search.
Lewis walked away with four of the coveted Bay Area Music Awards last Friday
night in San Francisco. His latest album,
"Sports," earned him Musician of the Year,
Best Male Vocalist, Best Group ("Huey
Lewis and the News" (.and Best Album.
Although last year Lewis’ band won Best
Club Band, and also captured nominations
for this year’s Best Song ("Heart of Rock and
Roll"), and Best Guitarist (Chris Hayes),
after the ceremonies he reverted to his eight
years of relative obscurity playing Bay Area
clubs.
"The real thrill for me is that we were
nominated for so many awards," was Lewis’
diplomatic response at the post-awards party
at the Kabuki Theatre in San Francisco.
Lewis was just one of the scores of Bay
Area entertainers who gathered in the Civic
Auditorium to shower kudos upon each other.
Friday marked the seventh consecutive year
Bay Area Music magazine pointed the golden
finger at local talent, and played King Midas
by rendering Bay Area acts priceless in their
own right.
Some came for the party, others to accept local praise for national achievements in
recording and performing.
"The nomination is really the award in itself. Basically, that’s bullshit," said Fee

Waybill, lead singer of The Tubes.
Waybill, co-host with Grace Slick. Greg
Kihn, and Graham Nash, joked. "just because Journey stuffed the ballot box, doesn’t
mean you’re not a good musician."
By looking at their nominations and what
they won, The Tubes are good musicians.
They grabbed nominations for Best Group,
Best Album ("Outside Inside", Best Male
Vocalist (Fee Waybill), Best Song ( "She’s a
Beauty"), Best Bassist ( Rick Anderson.
Best Keyboardist/Synthesizer (Michael Cotton, Vince Welnick I, and Best Drummer.
/Percussionist (Prairie Prince).
But it was not only good musicians who
entertained the hoards of people in Civic Auditorium. Robin Williams, the most successful comic out of the Bay Area of late, dropped
in on one of his improvisational whims and, of
course, did the same on stage.
Williams’ puns ranged from calling fish
caught and then thrown back "born-again
Christians," to saying Michael Jackson imitating Boy George would be like "Buckwheat
on acid." His routine rounded out the structured silliness of Dr. Gonzo, a comedian who
mixes humorous perversions of popular
songs with his jokes.
5tH
"Sell my wife. . /sell my house.
my carrrr . . . cocaine," Dr. Gonzo sang to
the chords of the famous Eric Clapton tune
"Speaking of cocaine," Dr. Gonzo said.
"here’s Dick Bright."
Bright, the master of ceremonies and
conductor Of Dick Bright’s Sounds of Delight

The winners
Fite %ias bill

Waybill says BAMMIES
are a popularity contest
Fee Waybill, the flamboyant personable lead singer for The Tubes, has
definite ideas about what the BAMMIES and the rest of the music business is all about.
"It’s a popularity contest," he said
Friday night at the BAMMIES preshow.
Despite seven nominations for The
Tubes, Waybill had no trouble deciding
which meant the most to him
Best
Song "She’s a Beauty" ( which Waybill
wrote); it’s "my baby," he said.
Last week, when The Tubes played
at the Keystone Palo Alto, the whole
band was sporting goatee’s. However,
at the BAMMIES, Waybill was cleanshaven.
He said the whole band has shaved
except for keyboardist Michael Cotten.
"The place is so small, there’s no
big production," he said. So we dressed
up like Maynard G. Grubbes from
"Dobie Gillis."
"He’s an old hero of ours."

Waybill said he prefers to play indoors, but during the summer, outdoors
is nice. His favorite gig was an outdoors
gig, when The Tubes played with David
Bowie at the Oakland Coliseum.
"It was my birthday, there were
40,000 people there, and I was eight
miles high."
The Tubes know the value of exposure. Currently on MTV ( Music Television) they have two songs in the general rotation, "She’s a Beauty" and
"Monkey Time."
The band is also releasing an hourlong video, which will be released with
their next album. Waybill said the
video has appeared on MTV, but they
are still working on the final version.
He admits to growing weary of
playing some of their old songs.
"I’m tired of playing ’White Punks
on Dope,’ but we still play it," he said.
"We don’t fuck with our fans’
minds. We’re not up there to satisify
ourselves."

Bay Area Musician of the Year
Best Bay Area Club Band
Best Group
Best Album
"Sports"
Best Male Vocalist
Best Female Vocalist
Best Jazz Album
"Vital Information"
Best Debut Album
"Sucker For A Pretty Face"
Best Independent Label Album
"Hot Tonight"
Best Independent Label Single or EP
"Maybe I’ll Get Lucky"
Best Guitarist
Best Bassist
Best Keyboardist/Synthesis
Best Drummer/Percussionist
Best Song
"She’s a Beauty"
Outstanding Black Contemporary Artist/Group
Outstanding Folk/Country or Acoustic Artist/Group
Outstanding Blues or Ethnic Artist/Group

Huey Lewis
Eric Martin Band
Huey Lewis & The News
Huey Lewis & The News:
Huey Lewis
Grace Slick
Steve Smith:
Eric Martin Band:
Hush:
Eddie & The Tide:
Brad Gillis (Night Ranger)
Ross Valory (Journey
Jonathan Cain (Journey )
Prairie Prince ( Tubes
The Tubes:

Text by Eric Hermstad
and Marh Freeman
Photos by Pat Conrad

Angela Hof ill
Lacy J. Dalton
John Lee Hooker
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kMMIES’ news
the top awards
estra, was honored with the Board ot Dirs award.
’Goddamn, I’ve finally got a good papert." he said.
reg Kihn was pleased with the judges
e. "I’m glad he got that award
that’s
ihn introduced the Best Female Vocal:hich was won by Grace Slick for the
time. With the award, she became the
inductee into the SAMMIE Hall of
, reserved for those who win the same
four separate years.
Aren’t these awards supposed to go to
er people?" Slick asked.
lot only was Slick a co-host, she also peras a solo artist, and joined her band
son Starship for two songs, including a
g version of "White Rabbit." Also, in a
se reunion, she teamed with Paul
er, Jack Cassidy, Marty Balin, and
m Nash for "Wooden Ships."
al favorites Ron Thompson and the
ors, last year’s winners of the Outing Blues or Ethnic Artist/Group

award, backed up this year’s winner, John
Lee Hooker, for two old Hooker tunes, "Cleo’s
Back" and "The Boogie." Hooker’s self-professed protege, George Thorogood, presented
him with the award.
San Jose rockers, Hush, won the Best Independent Label Album award for their
album "Hot Tonight." The leader of Hush,
Bob Berry, reportedly cried over the win.
The Eric Martin Band and Journey both
captured two awards each, with The Eric
Martin Band taking Best Bay Area Club Band
and Best Debut Album for "Sucker for a Pretty Face," and Jonathan Cain and Ross Valory from Journey winning Best Keyboardist/Synthesist and Best Bassist respectively.
Best Guitarist, Victor Brad Gillis of
Night Ranger, said, "I’m surprised Michael
Jackson didn’t take this one."
But the real feeling of the BAMMIES is
probably best summed up by Dr. Gonzo: "I
don’t think this event is as self-patronizing as
people say. We’re all around having one hell
of a good time."

John Lee Hooker ( left) and George Thorogood.

Bottled blues, by George

Mickey Thomas of the Jefferson Starship

The Bammies are for Bay Area people,
and Bay Area groups. It’s a party for local
folks thrown by local folks.
Who let some guys from Delaware
crash the party?
Rythmn and Blues guitarist George
Thorogood and drummer Jeff Simon of the
backup Delaware Destroyers put a little
Delaware riverwater in San Francisco Bay
Friday night. The two showed up to the preBammies party and stuck around for the
festivities.
"We were in Los Angeles for those
Grammys and our agent told us about the
Bay Area Music Awards, so we jumped up
here," Thorogood said.
Thorogood has been on an awards tour
of the United States of late. Last week he
and Stevie Ray Vaughn presented age-old
rocker Chuck Berry with a special honorary
Grammy in Los Angeles, something Thorogood said he will always cherish.
"Meeting Chuck was great, but that
( the Grammy presentation) was a thrill of a
lifetime. It was probably one of the greatest
moments in my life."
Who could expect anything less out of
Thorogood when he spoke of a life-time idol.
He has been singing the praises and the
songs of Chuck Berry, "usually to deaf
ears,’ since he began playing clubs trying
to raise money for his semi -pro baseball
team back in Delaware.
Berry, whose songs artists have redone
and reached the no. 1 position that always
eluded him, could not have a better public
relations man working for him than Thorngood.
"He’s a lot like Hank Aaron, you know.
Year after year he’s in the top five in every
category. After a few years. people realize

that he leads in everything," Thorogood
said.
An that’s why he felt so honored to present Berry with the recognition Thorogood
thinks Berry deserves.
"They could have picked anybody, anybody in the world to give Chuck that award,
and they picked me. Hell, I was the onls
punk there."
He may or may not have been the only
punk in Civic Auditorium last Friday night,
he came to present another old idol with an
award.
"I’m going to present the Best Blues
Group or Person, or something like that tonight," Thorogood rolled out of his prominent wide mouth. He had on his "awards
clothes," a grey coat and black pants, and
his unusually small hands always held a
beer.
"I’m here to give it to John Lee Hooker
He better win it, but I’ll still present it ii
someone else wins." he sandwiched between gulps of Lowenbrau.
He affectionately called Hooker the
Godfather of the Blues, and bowed to him in
an hyperbolic, yet respectful manner when
Thorogood did present Hooker with his Outstanding Blues or Ethnic Artist/Group
award.
"I’m just a little too old for all this fun
and partying. You younger guys get ALL
the pretty women," Hooker said in his
crackling voice earlier in the evening.
Thorogood must have heard him. He
and Simon went to get one bourbon, one
scotch, "and three beers," Thorogood said,
as he spotted a young blonde who recognized him.
"My God, it’s Marilyn Monroe! Did
anybody ever tell you..."
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Scorpions bite at success
By Nick Gillis

Unlike the Van Halen’s and AC/ DC’s of today, some
heavy metal bands don’t have the advantage of selling
their sounds through sex symbol propaganda, keyboard
wizardry or harmonizing background vocals.
Instead, they must persist with raw talent and determination to produce one solid album after another.
One good example is the Scorpions, and their latest
effort, "Love at First Sting."
Since the release of "Lovedrive" in 1979, the German band has rendered three excellent LP’s in a row
with a more marketable, but consistent style of sound
than in previous years.
Since the mid-70s, the Scorpions have succeeded the
hard way. Finally, it’s paying off with increased exposure and an ever-growing audience.
"Lovedrive" was originally available only as an import album to U.S. fans. Their best album to date, it received heavy radio airplay, and helped the group form a
wider audience appeal. The LP was soon after released
in America, and it’s been uphill ever since.
Like the albums "Blackout" and "Animal Magnetism," the new Scorpions album follows a familiar
trend. A couple of blistering tunes that nail you to your
seat, several others that feature a less aggressive approach, and a romantic ballad or two.
"Love at First Sting" follows the pattern for the
most part, but gives fans a couple of cuts that hint at
their personal side.
The most noteworthy song on the album is "Crossfire." A political plea of the young being caught in the
middle of a war that’s been building for generations, it’s
a fresh idea from a group like this. Throughout the tune
there is a Confederate-type drumroll, reminiscent of the
Blue/Gray battles.

Why cannot people that we made the leaders of the
world
Understand that we don’t want (alight.
Understand that we are much too young to die,
Understand that no one will survive,
Understand that we love our life?
Another cut titled "Coming Home" underlines the
band’s love for playing live. Actually, it comes off
sounding like a two-part song. Opening in a slow,
dreamy manner, you’re surprised to hear the sudden
thunder of guitars lead you into a fast and relentless section of heavy metal. Placed back to back, the tune works
well.
The Scorpions have never been accused of having a
charming lyrical approach With tune, About leaving

Floyd guitarist
deserves praise

By Paul Lloret

girfriends, all-night carousing and hangovers, they continue to primarily attract the teen crowd.
Guitarists Rudolf Schenker and Matthias Jabs lead
a group of five energetic musicians who have never succumbed to the pressures of commercializing their
sound.
Singer Klaus Meine certainly can belt out the toughguy lyrics with the best of them, but can also hum
through a slow tune in convincing style.
In its entirety, "Love at First Bite" is a satisfying
album to Scorpions fans. Without breaking new ground
in the music world or producing a Top-40 hit, it nevertheless succeeds its intentions to give the juveniles what
they want
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& Melodrama
Why not transport your student body on a
Rive, from Yamaha? Start with the pushbutton
starter, and keep going. Next is a compact engine
with over 80 MPG, and automatic transmission,
yet the 180cc model shown here is powerful
enough to carry two people down the freeway. Finally, a step through design that protects your
clothes, and a one year warranty that protects
your wallet.
If you think the Riva is all work and no play,
go test ride one. You’ll see how much fun you can
have on two wheels.

Thurs., Fri.. Sat. & Sun.:
"The Fatal Deed" or "Who Killed My Mothers"
Dancing Every Fri & Sat After The Show

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
1/3 OFF with Student I.D.
Any Thursday or Sunday

KENNY ROBERTS’
YAMAHA COUNTRY
776N 1307 SI San Jose CA 95112

Reservations Essential

(408)287 2946

268-2492

21350 Almaden Ret
San Jose

Over the years, many of rock’s finest guitarists
have been applauded for their originality or consistency. Names like Eric Clapton, Jeff Beck, Jimmy Page
and Jimi Hendrix are lodged in rock’s history.
However, there are those guitarists who have been
overlooked and are a steadying influence on the rock
scene.
One of these guitarists is David Gilmour. Gilmour.
who has been one of Pink Floyd’s steadying influences
and major contributors, could possibly get the acclaim
that he deserves with his new album, "About Face."
"About Face" is Gilmour’s second album. His first
solo album was an intriguing, well -acclaimed work
which set him apart from his work with Pink Floyd.
"There’s No Way Out of Here," a popular cut on that
1978 album, was an exceptional song that was relished
by most Pink Floyd fans. Now, with the apparent breakup of Floyd, Gilmour has found the chance to show the
industry his versatility.
On this album. Gilmour not only displays his key
musicianship but gives the listener a wide topic of
unique ideas to choose from.
Gilmour’s themes range from anti-nuclear war to
murder, age and death, and lunacy in relationships. Although there are some basic themes here, the music and
As themes are interestingly different from most other
artists’ concepts.
Side one starts eerily enough with "Until We Sleep,"
a good opener featuring a basic sequencer-backed
rhythm. However, Gilmour’s trademark is his vocals,
which seem to ebb and flow and seem almost distant.
They add a distinct touch to set the music apart from the
ordinary. The piece leads to "Murder," a self-explanatory theme typical of Gilmour’s strange variations from
cut to cut.
A nice touch to the album is "Blue Light," which
features a good horn section to back up Gilmour’s solid
and steady guitar work. The combination works especially well because Gilmour is not overbearing.
The 38-year-old guitarist is supported by an array of
musicians. Steve Winwood, Pete Townsend, Ray Cooper, and Jon Lord are a few of the collaborators on this
album. Townsend in particular, because he penned the
lyrics to two songs, "Love on the Air" and "All Lovers
are Deranged." The latter is an amusingly realistic
view of the impracticality and necessity of
relationships.
Gilmour’s style on the album is his own, yet most
Floyd fans should gratefully accept and relish this
album. There is not a drastic change of direction involved here. Instead, Gilmour has merely set himself
apart, yet not too far apart, from his work with Pink
Floyd, and has added his own touch to popular themes.
Like "Near the End," the album’s final selection
which features London’s National Philharmonic Orchestra, says in its final lines:
And when you feel you’re near the end
And what once burned so bright is growing dim,
And when you see what’s been achieved
Is there a feeling that you’ve been deceived?
In this case the answer is no, because Gilmour’s
light is burning bright, and his latest album is a major
reason why.
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Teasing, twisting kill ’Odds’
By Joe Roderick
Most of the pre-movie hype surrounding "Against
All Odds" centered around the film’s beautiful scenery
in Mexico.
The audience is wooed by the ancient ball court and
steam bath in Chichen Itza, and the gigantic castle at
Tulum. None of these sites, according to the movie’s
publicity department, have ever before been viewed by
American audiences.
Yet, we don’t get much of a glimse of these beautiful
places. The movie switches back and forth from Mexico
to dingy old Los Angeles. Besides adding to our confusion, we’re teased by this shifting of scenes.
One minute we’re enticed by Mexico, the next minute we’re bored with the same old shots of the same old
L.A. Maybe one-third of what we see takes place in Mexico. For visual impact, the entire movie should have
been shot in Mexico.
Overall, the movie suffers from this choppy, helterskelter style. There’s too much blackmail and counter
blackmail for the average person to consume. One
really needs to watch this movie a couple of times to figure out all the plots and sub-plots.
But do you really want to pay to see the movie
twice? Actually, "Against" is barely worth seeing once.
There’s also a couple of shots spliced in to enhance
the action-packed nature of the film. The scene of Jeff
Bridges and James Woods weaving through Sunset
Boulevard is top-notch as far as wild race antics go.
It gets you to wondering, though, just what this
scene is doing in this movie.
Actually. I expected more from director and producer Taylor Hackford, who brought us "An Officer and
a Gentleman," one of the top movies last year.
Hackford teases us with bits of good acting and bits
of good shots in Mexico But these hits and pieces add up

.h -If Bridges and Rachel Ward, frolicking in
bed, do little to save "Against All Odds."
to very little.
Speaking of teases, there’s a scene with Rachel
Ward and Bridges making love in the ancient steam
house. Just when Ward and Bridges work up a sweat, an
intruder ( Alex Karras ) breaks up the fun and games.
This is just one example of how the movie picks up
steam ( no pun intended), then fizzles out.
"Against" is a remake of the 1947 movie "Out of the
Past," which starred Robert Mitchem, Kirk Douglas
and Jane Greer. The 1984 version stars Ward, Bridges
and Woods.
Greer is back again, this time playing Ward’s
bitchy, possessive mother.
You may remember Ward as "Domino," the sexy .
alluring woman who caught Burt Reynolds eye in
"Sharkey’s Machine." She also played a nice part oppo
site Steve Martin in "Dead Men Don’t Wear Plaid."
More recently, Ward played in "The Thorn Birds.’
a made-for-television flick that didn’t lift Ward’s career
any.
But Ward, who was growing a little beefy recently
has trimmed down considerably. She also has a (lei(
hairdo, further accentuating her streamlined look.
Her looks may melt even the coldest of hearts, but
her acting is also a bit cold. A former model, Ward
seems ready to vault into superstardom. But something
keeps holding her back
be it mediocre acting or the
superficial parts she plays.
Woods, who plays seedy Jake Wise as in wise guy
a man caught up in his share of shady deals, turns in an
(4her good performance.

Woods has always played the weirdo roles well, hay mg turned in an excellent performance as the violent
killer in "The Onion Field."
Bridges has received two Academy Award nominations, yet he still gets confused with his brother Beau.
His role as Terry Brogan, a football player trying to
make a comeback after being cut by the L.A. Outlaws,
isn’t going to end the confusion.
Greer does a decent job as Mrs. Wyler, the owner of
the Outlaws. She’s also the mother of Jessie Wyler
(Ward). She’s dominated Jessie’s life enough to make
her daughter seek solitude on the Mexican island of Co.lemuzSomehow, Brogan is half -blackmailed and half-enticed by the 830,000 offered by Wise to seek out Jessie in
Mexico. Wise was once in a not-so-torrid romance with
Jessie, who one day told Wise to kiss off.

Once Brogan gets a look at Jessie, he forgets about
the 30 grand and the reason he’s down there. It takes
Brogan and Jessie a couple of minutes to break down the
inhibitions.
At first, Jessie looks upon Brogan as just another
ex -football player, the type of dumb jock she could find
anywhere in L.A. But it takes a little very little of
Bridges’ charm to capture Jessie’s heart. And then it’s
romance city.
Haven’t we seen this type of plot somewhere before? !think so.
Meanwhile, in L.A., Wise phones Brogan constantly.
But the couple fends off Wise’s attempts. Disgruntled,
Wise sends a hit-man ( Alex Karras) to get Jessie and
gun down Brogan.
It gets a little confusing from there on out, so keep
alert.

Town isn’t ’footloose in this film
By Patty Kamysz
"Footloose" is a saucy and at times, sentimental,
movie about a Midwest, bible-thumping town that has
outlawed dancing. In the wake of book and record bans,
the movie’s theme is nothing to scoff at.
Although it caters to the teenage crowd, with scenes
of races, fist fights and clandestine "rock outs" to
Sammy Hagar songs, it isn’t by any means exploitative.
In fact, the film is realistic in its portrayal of high school
students fighting for their right to rock ’n roll.
Kevin ("Diner") Bacon, as Ren McCormick, is the
new kid in Beaumont who aims to set its residents back
on their frolicking feet again. Bacon’s acting, as well as
his dancing, is energizing. His leaps, swings, tumbles
and body contortions are fresh and exciting to experience.
In the movie, he’s a dancer and a gymnast. When
his family moves from Chicago to boring Beaumont, he
is less than thrilled, but when he discovers dancing and
rock music have been illegal for five years, he is appalled.
It doesn’t take him long to realize Reverend Shaw
I John Lithgow I is the source of the ban. Shaw is the
"search deep into your hearts" holy man who wants to
nurture the spirituality of the entire town, but particularly the teenagers.
"When kids dance together, they become sexually
irresponsible," he says.
Unfortunately, Beaumont’s city council gets carried
away, and begins to condemn everything controversial.
Video games are removed, books are burned and defiant teachers are laid off.
Again, this is realistic. It’s all too easy to get carried
away with quests for morality and community closeness, as Beaumont does.
Of course, the teens still have itchy feet and ears
that can detect a rock song from miles away, but when
Ren launches tirades against the ruling, they become
defensive.
"We’ve got TV, we’ve got ’Family Feud,"’ one boy
says. (One black mark against him).
Then Ren tells school administrators that "Slaughterhouse,Five- is a classic They stonily tell him that
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"The Adventures of Tom Sawyer" is a classic. The irony
here is that in some real towns, even "Sawyer" has been
banned for racism.
Ren gets a third mark against him when he begins
dating the reverend’s daughter, Aria! (Lori Singer). She
is the antithesis of all her father’s ideals, a fact he knowingly hides from. She rocks, she gyrates and she "fornicates."
Singer, a Mariel Hemingway look-a -like, is for the
most part convincing. When she confronts her father
and tells him he must understand that she doesn’t believe all the things he believes, it’s a tender performance.
But then, in another scene, we see her standing in
the middle of a railroad track, with the train approaching at full force. She stands there undaunted until
Ren tackles her off the tracks.
In another scene she takes on a Mack truck. Is the
audience to believe she’s suicidal, or what? The film
never explains it.
Other than this flaw, "Footloose" is basically an enjoyable film, and the Music-TV style dance scenes do
more to justify the reason for dancing (Hen argues that
it’s a way of celebrating life) than "Flashdance" ever
does.
The film has been mentioned as a "Flashdance II,"
but I don’t see the connection at all. "Flashdance" is a
trite story about a steelworker who yearns to dance and
be recognized. The acting is bad and entirely unbelievable.
In "Footloose," dancing is an affirmation and a
fight for one’s right to enjoyment and liberation, even if
others don’t approve.
After seeing this upbeat movie, I felt, as Kenny Loggins sings it, "footloose."
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Club action

Adie and the Tide were BAMMIE winners
in the Best Independent Label, Single Or

EP category for "Maybe
They are playing Saturday

Get Lucky."
at The Stone .

Who splits, Billy quits, Cats flip
By Warren Bates
Roxy Music frontman
Bryan Ferry has been recording in New York studios without bandmates
Andy Mackay and Phil
Manzanera. Said bandmates are now forming a
new group of their own, although there has been no
official announcement of a
Rosy breakup.
* * *
Speaking of breakups,
Pete Townshend has announced members of the
Who have officially parted
paths. Next thing you
know, he’ll announce that
he and Roger Daltrey occasionally fought. Thanks for
the news, Pete.
* 5*
Get that Pepsi feeling.
Suicidal Tendencies will
appear at the Longshoreman’s Hall in San
Francisco this Saturday.
These punks have been
burning up KQAK’s airwaves with their hit "Institutionalized"and free beer
is on tap. The Angry Samoans and Fang open the gig,
so don’t say you weren’t
warned.
* * *
Give ’em less, less,
less dept. Billy Idol has
cancelled his upcoming
SJSU appearance. That’s
OK Billy. We’ll see if someone with only two minor
singles can fill Oakland
Coliseum.
* * *
Robin Williams’ new
comedy "Moscow on the
Hudson" opens April 6. At
the Bammies last Friday,
Williams said he has no future series or movie plans
and hopes to spend his time
raising his son.
* 5*
Duran Duran, such as
it is, took time out from its

tour in Los Angeles to hold
a press conference where
members
downplayed
comparisons to the Beatles
(even though the group has
never been compared to

trivia--

the Beatles), and the importance of video to its career.
* * *
On similar sneaky political lines, record prices
are going up once again.
Warner/Elektra/Atlantic
hiked list prices for releases by The Rolling
Stones, Yes and Genesis
from $8.98 to $9.98 during
the Christmas rush the
first time such a move has
been made. Copycat industry as the music business
is, you can bet others will
follow suit.
* * *
Is nothing sacred. Merchants in a San Bernd, jino
shopping mall have been
complaining about breakdancing. Claiming the fad
keeps older customers
away, they proposed an ordinance to prohibit such
activity in San Bernardino
during business hours.
However, there are benefits to be reaped by breakdancing. Police in the area
report a decline in gang violence since it started and
floors are getting polished.
* 5*
Neil Diamond has filed
suit against CBS in an attempt to force the company into releasing and
promoting his new album.
CBS is apparently holding
the album not as a humanitarian gesture but
because the songs are not
commercial enough.
* * *

I guess that’s why they worth calling art." The
call it the blues. Toni Tau- down-home Cats took umpin, wife of Bernie Taupin- brage, saying Big Country
,had $47,000 worth of jew- "might go over well in New
elry stolen from the hotel York and Los Angeles,
room she resided in after where if you come from saserving as a bridesmaid at cred Great Britain, yer shit
Elton John’s wedding. don’t stink," but in the
* * *
Midwest when it’s raining
In news you really care "like a cow pissin’ on a flat
about, things are heating rock" and there’s nothing
up between the Stray Cats to do, one might want to
and Big Country. Country toss those Big Country relead singer Stuart Adam- cords just to see how far
son declared Americans they can fly.
"never produced a thing
Like Adamson said . . .

SPARTAN PUB
Today: Maxine Howard
and the Downhome Band.
Friday: C.P. Salt. Wednesday: A Little Night Music.
COUNTRY
THE
STORE, 157 W. El Camino
Real, Sunnyvale Today:
Chaser. Friday: Model Citizen/The Stand. Saturday:
Mark Ford Band/Broadway Blues Band.
FARGOS, 2540 California St., Mountain View
Today: Joe Sharino. Friday, Saturday: Chaser.
Sunday: Professor Plum’s
Dixieland Jazz Band.
KEYSTONE BERKELEY, 2119 University Ave.,
Berkeley Today: Mojo.
Friday: Bonnie Hayes and
the Wild Combo/The Edge.
Saturday, Sunday: Jerry
Garcia.
KEYSTONE
PALO
ALTO, 260 California Ave.,
Palo Alto Tonight: MurLawyers/Tao
phy’s
Chemical/Shakes. Friday:
Jerry Garcia. Saturday:
Bonnie Hayes and the Wild
Combo/Full Moon Tan /Max.
THE
STONE,
412
Broadway, San Francisco
Today T Elliott Schneider
& the Pits/World VI/Paris
Working. Friday: Gravenites/Cippolina Band. Saturday: Eddie and the Tide/Ken Cooper Band.
THE
CATALYST,
Santa Cruz Today: Soul
What. Friday: Bill Kreutzmann All Stars/The Sliders Saturday: Rockafel-

las.
STATION,
NILES
37501 Niles Blvd., Fremont
Today: Legend. Friday:
Steve Medeiros Band. Saturday:
The
Tickets.
Wednesday: Chaser.
THE GREAT AMERICAN MUSIC HALL, 859
O’Farrell St., San Francisco
Today, Friday,
Saturday: Tania Maria &
Her Band. Sunday: Chris
Hillman with Al Perkins
and
Bernie
Leadon,
( bluegrass).
WOLFGANG’S, 901 Cos
ubSan
mFranulAve.,
cisco
Today: Angela
Bowie. Friday: Uptones/Adam & Raz. Sunday:
Ronnie Montrose.
THE PUNCH LINE, 7
Maritime Plaza, San Francisco
Today, Friday,
and Saturday: Marty CoIA
/nJr./Joey
ehClethen
Camen.
Wednesday:
Bobby Slayton/Karin Babbitt.
THE LAST DAY SALOON, 406 Clement St.,
San Francisco Today:
The Edge/Alex Guiness
and the World Records.
Friday: Hoo Doo Rhythm
Devils.
BERKELEY
SQUARE, 1333 University
Ave., Berkeley
Saturday:
Flipper/Jungle
Stud/Black Dolls. Monday: Nighteye/Soldier of
Fortune/Last
Rights.
Tuesday: Plastic Faces/Glass Matrix. Wednesday:
Batteries/Lucas.

Entertainment tips in and around SJSU
Got a tew hours or a few spare minutes on campus?
If the former is the case, the Theater Arts department’s
latest play, "The Country Wife," starts tomorrow night
and runs until the 17th.
If the latter is all you can spare, swing by Gallery 8
in the Art Building and experience Jon Shult’s exhibit,
"Broken Color." You better hurry though, it ends tomorrow.
* * *
1983’s "Carmen" continues it’s run at Camera One.
The R-rated film is billed as "the most pulsating and
erotic film in years," and that alone should draw a large
San Jose audience.
5**
This week at the Wednesday Night Cinema, it’s
"Merry Christmas, Mr. Lawrence," starring David
Bowie. Bowie is one of the few musicians who has successfully made the jump from music to film, and ’Mr.
Lawrence’ shows his considerable acting talent. Show times are 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. Admission is $2.
* * *
If you’re one who believes that animation extends
beyond "The Flintstones" and "The Jetsons," you may
want to cruise to Santa Cruz for The Festival of Animation for 1984.
The four-day festival features 16 films ranging from
just over a minute to eight minutes. With titles like
"Gumby Punk Planet" and "History of the World in
Three Minutes Flat," who could refuse this international collection of films?
Films can be viewed at the Louden Nelson Center.
301 Center St. Showtimes are 7 p.m. Friday and Saturday, 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. Sunday and 8 p.m. Monday. Tickets can be purchased in advance for $4, or $4.50 at the
door. Children’s tickets for the Sunday matinee are $2.
* 5 *

It you bought a tuxedo for the BAMM1ES and
thought you would never use it again, dust it off and
have your limousine driver take you to The San Jose
Symphonic Choir’s new location at Queen of Apostles
Church, 4911 Moorpark, San Jose. On Saturday night:an
all Ralph Vaughan Williams concert will be performed
for the sophisticated assemblage.
*5*
The comedy/thriller, "Whodunnit," opens tomorrow at TheaterWest at the Old Town Theatre in Los
Gatos. The long-running Broadway mystery is celebrating it’s West Coast premire. But don’t wait too long to
pop the champange, the production only runs until the
end of March.

WING’S
CHINESE RESTAURANT
Mandarin 136 Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch 86 Dinner
Open Daily
Food To Go
131

E. JACKSON ST.
94-3303 or 998-9427

6 Blocks North of
Santa Clara St
Between 3rd ts 4th

